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APSlBAffx 

This paper discusses in great detail the varioos 

melliods idiioh have been used in the treataent of proUems in 

the theory of neutron diffusion wfaidi are representable in 

terms of integral equations. These problene are priaorllj 

those involving the detemination of critical sises and ntulti-

plioation rates for various configurations of active and tamping 

materials* A siaple albedo problstt is also discussed* 

A number of graphs have been prepared giving the 

mathematical data involved in the solutions of these problems 

and many of "Qie solutions -Qxemselves* 
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METFIODS OF TREATMENT OF DISPLACEMENT INTECSiAL EQUATIONS 

In many problems involving the multiplication and diffusion of 

neutrons In fissionable and scattering material. Integral equations of the 

type 

n(a) ' J d2* n(i«) K( Ii - i» | ) 7{^) 

are met. It is proposed to discuss here the properties of equations of this 

^rpe, the methods of solution which have so far bean used, and the resxilts 

obtained. 

Some of the methods of treatment of the problems discussed here are 

considerably older than the joressnt problems. The differential diffusion 

theory was taken over from gas kinetic theory. The simplest form of the extra

polated end-point method was developed in the course of the study of the 

equation of 2* A* Milne describing the flow of radiation throuf^ the outer 

layers of stellar atmospheres. The variation method has been applied to many 

similar problens, and more fjreqnently, as the Rits method, to differential 

eigenvalue problems. Hany of the mathematical techniques employed here are 

borrowed fron classical probability theory* 

In Chapter I the existing body of matheaatieal theory of displace

ment integral equations is examined. A large part of this treataent is taken 

fvaoL the review of the subject written by F. Smithies • Els treatment is 

presented in a simplified and less rigorous samMr* 

•lingular Integral Equations", London Hath, Soc. ^p 409 (1939) 
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In Chapter II the reduction of slab and sphere problems to one-

dimensional form is discussed. 

In Chapter III these methods are applied to two special cases of 

displacement integral equations. The first of these is the integral eqimtion 

- I X - X* I with the kernel K = e ' , which posseses a simple exact solution and is 

therefore a convenient example for displaying the properties common to equations 

of this type. The second kernel treated is the exponential Integral, which is 

the one-dimensional form of the Milne kernel, idiich occurs in the most familiar 

problems of this work. This equation is treated in considerable detail. 

In Chapter IV other methods of treatment of these problems and 

associated problems are discussed. Among these are the variation and ntimerlcal 

methods of treatment of the integral equations and albedo and non-steady-state 

problems. 

In Chapter V the extension of the end-point method to other shapes 

than the slab and sphere is considered. The applicability of the method to 

_ cylinders and rectangular solids is primarily based on the check afforded by 

the variation method which has been applied to a few such configiuratlOTis, 

The extension of the use of this method to cases where no such check Is avail

able is discussed. 

In the simple form of the Integral equation a number of physical 

simplifications are used. All scattering processes are assumed isotropic 

and elastic, and the inhomogeneity in energy of the fission spectrum is 

. neglected. Eliminating these assumptions one obtains a more general Integral 

equation. Its derivation as well as a provisional discussion of the effect 

of anisotropic scattering are given in Chapter VI. 
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CHAPTHl I. THE GENERAL THEORY OF DISPUCEMENT 

INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

The general type of integral equation which we treat may be written 

as 

n(£) ^ e (d£« F(£«) n(i«) K( | £ - E « | ) , (1.1) 

i^ere the variable £ is In one or more dimensions, usually one or three* 

The Integration is to be carried out over all space or over that part of space 

for whidh F(£)^ 0. In most of the problems treated F(£) is plecewlse con

stant and of one sign, tunially having a value different from zero in only one 

or two regions. In general there will exist a denumerable (except idiere 

F :̂  0 over an Infinite volume) Infinity of elgenvialues, c, one of irtilch is 

the least. Frequently this least eigenvalue and the corresponding elgen-

functlon are of primaxy interest* 

The Associated Differential Equation 

The simplest problems of this type are those for idildh F(£) is 

constant throu^out all space. Although these problems are in themselves of 

little physical Interest, their study is of value In that It throws H ^ t on 

the character of the solutions n(£) in the more Interesting problems in 

regions far removed I i*e* beyond the reach of the kernel K( | £ - £* | ) from 

any boundary. For such equations the constant F may be absorbed in the 

eigenvalue c. Then, 

n(l) - c J"ct« n d O K( |£ - £» | ), (1.2) 

where the integration is carried over all space. If the kernel K is 
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reasoxHibly regular, the solutions n(£) of (1.2) are of necessity analytic* 

In the following It will be assumed that this Is the case. Equation (1*2) 

may be rewritten as 

a(£) ' « J *• K ( l x M ) n(l • £•). 

B( £ * £*) may now be expanded as a Taylor series in £*. Only the even terms 

of the series will contribute to the integral* For a three-dimensional space 

the equation then takes liie fozB 

n(£) m e 

» e 

J * ' K(|J:«|) n(x) 4 i (X«2 ^ ^ ^ y.2 ̂ B kl + ,.2 ̂ | 1 | I V 1 

(»(X) Mo * ^ n<l) "2/31 • ^ n(£) V ^ l • ) » (1-3) 

where MQ is the nth mcnent of the distribution K(£*)« If e M^ is elose 

to one, the seeond and later terms of the esqpansion may be small compared wLtli 

the first* In this ease it may be a useful approxinatian to negleet all terns 

bsyoad the second, thus reducing the Integral equation to the differential 

diffusion equation, 

[(1/31) («2A>)/^ - (1 - ««o)/(««o)] »(«) = O* (1*^) 

As the approximation leading to this diffusion equation is valid only if 

CHQ is close to one, eqmtioB (1*4) may just as well be written 

[(3/3l)(la/h^A - (1 - oM^)] n(£) s 0. (1.4«) 

fhe approocimatioB leading to (1*4) snA (1*4*) is only satisfied OB Tery special 

eircumstanoes. It is therefore neoessary to look for solutions of (1*3)* 

SlBoe B(£) is analytic (exoepi, perhaps, at infinity) it can be 
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expressed as a superposition of "wave-ftmctlans", n|[(£), satisfying the 

equations 

( A - k^) B^(x) 5 0 (1*5) 

This form of representation of n(£) is Just the Xaplaoe or Fourier taraas-

formatlon idildi plays a central role in all this theory. It ean be seen by 

substitution that n^{j) vdll satisfy eqiiation (1*3) if and only if 

cdg • k%2/3l • 1A14./5I + ) ' 1 (1*6) 

This is known as the "eharaeteristie equation" of (1*3)* Ihe general sela-

tion of (1.3) is a siQ>erposition of the various wave functions, a^(s), for 

all of the values of k satisfying the characteristic equation. For most 

of the problems idilch we treat, the eharaeteristie equation has only one 

solution, i.e., specifies a definite value for I k I * The general solution is 

then a superposition of waves, e«'X, for all vectors, 2S> <*' ̂ ^* magnitads* 

Till ff^flmfi^t^r*^'* ^^ft^^Tl 

This result is more clearly derived by the use of a laplaee or 

Fourier transfom* Such a transformation is motivated by the fact that 

the kernel of the Integral equation is a displaeement operator, a fonetion of 

X - X* alone, suggestiag an expansion in the eigenfunotions of displaoemflnt 

operators, e^* X. Forming the Fourier transform of equation (1*2), one baa 

a^ s J " ^ e ^ * X a ( i ) 

5 eJ^E eiJE-x/*' n(i») K( I I - x» | ) 

^ e Jd(i: . J.) e^* CX - XO K( , j . j*|) j ^ , .ik- X* .(j.) 
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idiere JLy^ is the Fourier transform of the kernel. Therefore, 

njc (1 - cKjc) s 0. (l.a) 

"nius ni, can differ fj:om zero only iriiere the characteristic eqviatlan is 

satisfied, 1 - c£]̂  s 0. This condition, aside from a change of sign In k , 

is identical with (1*6) which Is the power series expansion of Kĵ  and may 

readily be obtained by the expansion of the exponential In its definition. 

It is clear from (1.8) that the above Is the only condition imposed by ^^ 

Integral equation; i.e., that the Integral eqxiatlon Is satisfied by an 

arbltirary solution of 

( A 4 k2) n,,(£) ~ 0, 

for any k satisfying the characteristic equation. It Is evident from this 

solution that In the interior of a finite medium the solution of (1.1) has 

the character of the wave function, ^is)» ^^ ^^ symmetry appropriate to 

the shape of the medium. Near the boundaries the actual solution will deviate 

ftrom this wave function. The nature of this deviation and the boundary condi

tion thereby Imposed on the asymptotic solution, n. (£)» is the subject of the 

remainder of this chapter. 

The simplest case in which to study the boundary effects is that 

of a "half-Infinite" medlvm, one extending indefinitely on one side of a plane 

boundazy. In this chapter we will treat only the special case In which the 

solution, a(x), is a function only of the distance, x, from the boundary. 

Where there is only one non-zero value of Tiji\ the "untamped" case, x will 

be taken positive In that direction. Where F Is greater than zero on both 

sides, the "tamped" case, x will be taken positive on the side on idilcfa F 
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Is the greater. We will first take F to be zero on one side so -that the 

Integration need only be carried over the half-space. In the integral in 

equation (1.2), the two coordinates, y and z, enter only In the kernel 

and can be integrated out. The integral equation then has the form 

n(x) i c ( dx» n(x') K( | x - x» | ) • (1.9) 

o 

Here the constant c and the kernel K are not necessarily the same as those 

occvuTing in the three-dimensional form. 

Since in equation (1.9) the Integration extends only from zero to 

plus infinity, it is not immediately clear that the same technique as 

that of the full open space can be applied. If, however, the function n(x), 

idilch is defined by (1*9) for all positive and negative x. Is broken up 

Into two parts such that 

n(x) - f(x) 4 g(x) 

f(x) i 0 for x^O 

g(x) = 0 for x<0, (1*10) 

then the integral equation (1.9) can be written In terms of an Integral over 

the full range of x so that under Laplace transformation It becomes factor

able, 

f(x) + g(x) i 0 dx' g(x») K( I X - X' I ) (1*11) 
^ 

Define 
F(k) = J dx e - ^ f(x) 

G(k) = fijce'^eix) 

K(k) 5 |^xe-J«K(x), 

for those parts of the complex k-plane for irtiich these Integrals ex i s t and 
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by analytic extension elsewhere. The laplace transform of equation (1*11) 

now becomes 

dx e ' ^ ( dx» g(x') K(|x - x»|) 

- c (d(x - x») e-^^^ - ̂ *^ K(|x - x»|) f dx» e-^* g(x») 

- c K(k) G(k). (1.12) 

This equation has a unique meaning only if there exists a strip parallel to 

the imaginary axis in idaich all of the Integrals defining these Laplace trans

forms exist. If this is the case then functions G(k) and F(k) which satis

fy (1.12) and are consistent with the restrictions of (1.10) define a unique 

solution to equation (1*9). It will be assumed In the following that this is 

the case. 

Die restrictions Imposed on the forms of n(x) and K(z) by this 

assumption are quite weak. If the value of c Is stich that the asymptotic 

solution for g(x) is sinusoidal, i.e.) if the characteristic eq\aatlan has 

roots only on the Imaginary axis, then the Integral defining G(k) must exist 

for all values of k in the rl^t open half plane. This Integral extends 

trcm zero to plus Infinity, and its Integrand consists of two factors, one 

of which Is bounded, the other decaying exponentially if the real part of k 

Is positive. Ihe character of f(x) for large negative x is determined by 

the character of the kernel for large values of Its argument. Tar the Integral 

F(k) = ( dx f(x) e-*^ = r dxf( 

to converge In a vertical strip In the right half k-plane it is only necessary 

that f(x), hence also K( | x | ) , decay exponentially for large negative x. 

If then, for all x ̂  0, 
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K(|x |)< N e"", N > 0 , b > 0 , 

tiie integrals defining F(k) and S(k) are convergent If the real part of 

k lies between zero and b, and equation (1.12) has a unique meaning. 

If the value of c is such as to give a hyperbolic asymptotic 

solution, l.e* if the characteristic equation is satisfied for values of k 

off the imaginazy axis, then the asymptotic solution g(x) may increase 

e3̂ >onentially far large x* This exponential Increase cannot, however, be more 

rapid than the decay of the kernel or the lntegz«l in equation (1*9) iUll not 

converge. In this case the Integral defining G(k) will not converge throu^-

out the ri^t half k-plane, but only for values of k for which the real pert 

is greater Ihan the real part of the root of the characteristic equation determ

ining the asymptotic behavior of g(x). Since, however, the kernel must have 

an asymptotic decay rate greater than the real part of this root the Integrals 

defining K(k) and F(k) will converge In a strip in the right half k-plane 

idiieh overlaps the region of convergence of G(k). 

The restrictions Imposed to make (1.12) meaningful are, therefore, 

satisfied for any kernel idilch admits a solution of the Integral equation. 

Since, in the problems of Interest, the existence of a solution is gvaz«nteed by 

the nature of the physical problem, the restriction Imposed above will be satis

fied in all such problems* 

Slnoe the Integrands of the Integrals defining F(k) and G(k) fall 

to vanish only for negative and positive values of x, respectively, these 

Integrals will correspondingly converge everyi^ere to the left and right^res

pectively, of the comnon strip of coznrergence. G(k) will therefore be analytic 

everyriiere to the il^t of the left hand boundary of this strip, and F(k) 

everyidiere to the left of the right boundary. The analytic extension of F(k), 

G(k), and K(k) may be carried out so as to make equation (1.12) valid for 
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all k. The aolution of equation (1*9) is now redueed to the problen of 

finding two fnaetiooa F(k) aad 6(k) satisfyiag (1*12) and idiidi have a 

eosaran atrip of aaalytieity and are analytic left and rij^t of thia atrip, rea

peetively. Tao audi funetlona are readily fonad by the foUowlag devioat 

Denote by F(k) the fnnetion dLOt) • 1. Ihea equation (1*12) 

It 

F(k) s P(k) G(k)* 

Benee. 

ILTOL) » /H.F(k) - /n.G(k). (1^) 

Bras ^ F(k) i s esqpressed as the sun of tao parts iriiicb are analytic l e f t 

aad right, reapeetively, of the eomon strip exeept for the roots, i f aagr» sf 

F(k) aad Q(k). Tbe roota of -tiie eharaeteriatla equation are here repreaentad 

aa aiagularitiea in /»vp(k). If aov a rertieal atrip containing no aingtOari-ty 

ef Mu P(k) la ehoaaa, this deconi^eaition can be effected by eaqareaaii^ Iru P(k) 

aa a Cauehy integral, 

A.P(10 s (lATTi) r--ifci-Lp(k«) (1*U) 

s (l/2Trl) 

ii 

C = L + R 

Figure I 
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If the point k Is within the strip, the contours L and R are also within 

the strip and enclose the point k. If k is outside the strip, one or the 

other contour will be so deformed as to enclose k but no singularity of 

i^P(k*). The Integral over the contour R will therefore be analytic for 

all k within or to the left of the strip, and the integral over L within 

or to the ri^t. If now the Integral over R is identified with A-̂ t̂ F(k) and 

the Integral over L with - i^G(k) the conditions required in the decomposition 

are satisfied. This decomposition Is unique once the strip is chosen. This 

is appropriate since another decomposition also satisfying the conditions im

posed must differ from this only In the addition to AoG and subtraction ftom 

pW F of a function of k which Is analytic throTighout the entire k plane, 

i.e.^a constant. This change will not affect the character of the solution, 

g(x), but may be convenient in the evaluation of the integrals. Fre<iuently 

the constant added and subtracted will be logarithmically infinite. The 

mathematical transgression req\ilred In this process can be avoided, if it is 

so desired, by factoring out of P(k) an appropriate polynomial In k so as to 

make the integrals over L and R separately convergent (cf. F, Smithies )* 

The solution of (1*9) Is then given by 

15) JLGW = -(l/2Tri) r p ^ /n. [<*(k») - l] , (1. 
L 

dk e ^ G(k) , (1*16) 

-xoo + <r 

the latter Integration being carried up the s t r ip of convergence. 

Sartr^polal^ EqiJi-f9Aq^ 

In most of the problems of interest these two integrations can not 
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be performed analytically. In order to find the complete form of g(x) it 

is therefore necessary to carry out a double numerical integral. As this 

process is exceedingly laborious, it has not been done. However, a number of 

important properties of the solution can be found with only a single numerical 

integral. For a sinusoidal solution g(x) will have the form 

g(x) i A-/sin [k̂ ,(x + Xo)] • h(x)j , (1,17) 

where h(x) approaches zero for large x. Here Ik is a root of the char

acteristic equation. Hals must be true since, far from the boiindary, the char

acter of the solution is just that of the sine solution of the full-space 

problem. It is to be expected that the deviation from the asymptotic solution, 

h(x), will fall off with increasing x about as rapidly as the kernel. The 

most interesting property of the solution g(x) is the phase of the asymptotic 

solution, idiich may be expressed by the extrapolated end-point, x^, 

G(k) i J dx e-^ g(x) 

(A/2i) [e^oXo e^kox , ̂ -IkoXo ̂ -Ik^x ̂  2ih(x)l 

= (A/21) [ e ^ W ( k - iko) - e'^o^Ak + Ik^) + 21H(k)] . 

This expansion has poles at 4 ik^. In the neighborhood of these poles H(k) 

is bounded, hence the logarithm of G(k) is primarily determined by the term 

idiich becomes infinite* 

/»v. G(ik^ + e ) = L-(A/21) • ik^x^ - ^ e + 0(e ) 
o o o 

i^ G(-ik + € ) i ILK-^TL) - Ik^Xo - i^ce + 0(6 )* (1*18) 

-OD 

dx e 
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The difference between these two expressions in the limit of vanishing € is 

aikgX^ 4- >^(-l). In evaluating this limit of the difference from the integral 

(1.15) giving Ai.G(k), wo express iW-G(k), the negative L Integral, as the 

R Integral minus iLn^ I*(k) , The R Integral Is finite in the neighborhood of the 

two poles, f Ik , as its contour may be taken so as to remain a finite distance 

from them. F(k) is the Laplace transform of an even function and is therefore 

Itself even. Its derivative Is odd, hence t^ ^^Q + € ) - /n.P(-lk + £ ) is 

/)Â  (-1) *t 0(€ )• d e two terms i!<K.(-l) combine to give some multiple of 2 TTl. 

The various multiples give extrapolated end-points differing by a half wave

length. It is convenient always to define the extrapolated end-point as -Uie 

distance beyond the boundary of the first root of the asymptotic solution. 

Then we have, 

2ikoXo ' (1/2 Tri) r dk» LF(k») [l/(k« - ik^) - l/(k» * ik^)] 

x^ = (1/2iri) r — f l k l — />^f(k») * (1.19) 
\ k.2^k/ 

This Integral Tisually has to be performed numerically. 

If the same derivation is followed through for the oase of a 

hyperbolic interior solution, the same result is found for the zero of the 

asymptotic solution, sixih k (x 4 x j * 

The technique here described for finding the asymptotic form of 

the solution, n(x), in the interior of the right hand region may then be 

sunmarlzed as follows: The propagation vector, k^, of the asymptotic sinus

oidal or hyperbolic solution is given by the root of the characteristic equa

tion, c K(k) s 1* The phase of the asymptotic solution is specified by the 

extrapolated end-point distance, x , which Is calculated by the use of (1*19)* 
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Vqlue at the Surface 

The order of magnitude of the deviation of the tzue solution from 

the asymptotic solution in the nel^borhood of the boundary can be determined 

by evaluating h(0), or idiat is equivalent - n(0)/A, idiere A is the 

asymptotic amplitude. The quantity n(0) can be determined by making use 

of the fact that the limit as k goes to infinity of k G(k) is n(0)s 

-,CV3 

11m k G(k) = H m f kdx e " ^ n(x) 
k-j'Oo k->oo I 

'o 

s 11m I dy e-y n(yA) - n(0) . (1*20) 
k^oo / 

The normalization constant. A, can be obtained by adding the two limiting 

forms, (1.18). Thus the determination of h(0) can be performed with two 

ntnaerlcal integrations. 

In determining i^ A we again esqsress ^ G(k) as the R Integral 

minus î t, P(k). The stim of the two R integrals is now finite and can be 

evaluated numerically* / ^ P(k), evaluated at 4lk 4 6, contributes a finite 

term and the -2i^c • The finite term is just twice the derivative of P(k) 

at Ik , hence can be evaluated without an integration* 

The limiting value of the logarithm of k G(k) for large k can 

be seen by the transformation, 

k» s k fc 

G(k) - (-1/2iri) f - J ^ ^ Ap(k/C) 

to depend only on the limiting character of P for large argument. This 

will, in general, be considerably simpler than P Itself. Thus the evalua

tion of n(0) ean usually be effected by the evaluation of an analytic integxal 

or a simple numerical Integral, or by some analytic device (cf. Chapter III)* 
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By similar methods further details of the character of the devia

tion, h(x), can be obtained. An example of this technique is given in 

Chapter III, Section 2. 

Tanned Balf-InfInlte Medium 

In the preceding sections we have treated the problem of the solu

tion of equation (1*1) with the assumption that F(x*) is zero on one side 

of a plane boundary and has a constant value greater than zero on the other 

side* The further restriction has been used that the solution, n(r), depends 

only on the distance from the boundaiy. We now consider the case in whldi 

F(r) has different positive values on the two sides of the boundary. We 

here keep the restriction that the solution is a ftmction of x alone. 

Integrating out y and z as before, the Integral equation takes the form 

n(x) - c^ jdx* n(x«) K(|x - x«|) 4 Cg Tdx* n(x») K(|x - x«|), (1.21) 

idiere for defInlteness it will be assumed that c^ > c^* 

We again break up n(x) into a left and right part as in (1*10). 

(1*21) now becomes 

f(x) 4 g(x) = j dx« K d x - x«l) [cif(x) 4 C2g(x) ] * (1*22) 

Agala performing a laplaoe transformatloa, we have 

F(k) 4 0(k) 5 f(k) [o3F(k) 4 CgCKk)]. 

F(k) =. G(k) ^^'^^ ' ^ s P(k) G(k) * 
1 - CiK(k) 

(1^3) 

The equation is now of exactly the same form as 1.13* The rest of the treat

ment proceeds in exactly the same way. The solution of tiie problem is usually 

soneidiat more complicated la this case, owiag to the greater complexity of P(k), 
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Solution with Transverse Wave 

In tbe above we have found an exact solution to the Integral 

equation (1.1) for a geometry characterized by a single plane boundary. This 

solution has been obtained subject to the restriction that the "density 

function", n(r), depends only on the coordinate x. Thus we have foimd 

the family of solutions idiose asymptotic behavior is that of a plane wave 

with a propagation vector normal to the boundary. To complete the general 

solution it remains only to treat the case in idiich there may be a transverse 

component of the propagation vector. To do this It is, of course, only 

necessary to consider one transverse component, say in the y direction, Slnoe 

the medium is infinite in both directions along the y axis, the y dependence 

will be factorable. We therefore assume a definite sinusoidal (or hyperbolic) 

y dependence characterized by a propagation vector, k-., and then reduce 

the three-dimensional Integral equation to one in one dimenslonjas before. 

If then 

n(r) = n(x) e " ^ , 

equation (1*1) becomes 

n(x) 6 e r r dx»dy»dz» n(x) e^V^* " ̂ ^ K(|r - r«|) F(x«) * (1.24) 

If F(3C) has two positive values as before, we have for the Laplaoe trmnaform, 

F(k) 4 G(k) » [ciF(k) 4. e2G(k)] K(k«) , (1.25) 

idiere k« is the geometric sum of k and lk_, l.e* y/k^ - k_^ , The 

rest of the treatment is now the same as in the simplest oase. 

To see the character of the change in the extrapolated end-point 

introduced by the transverse wave, we c<msider In greater detail the untamped 
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case, c-]̂  - 0 , We have then 

F(k) - P(k) G(k) , 

where 

P(k) s cK(k«) - 1 . 

Then, 

x^ s (i/27ri) r ^ flt ^ . i^P(k») , 
J k2 4 k̂ ^ 

where k«2 * k^ . ky^, k*,̂  _ ^2 . ^^2 ^ P(ky s 0 . Since k^ 4. 1^ 

k»2 ^ kt2 and dk s lEl^kl = k«dk»/v/k'^ ^-k^ » dk*/ / l 4 k 2yjci2 ^ 

x̂  = (i^TTi) r —<» '̂ M t ; ) . (1^) 
y (k»2 > kt2) ^ * k2/ic«2 

Slnoe k* has the same numerical value (for the same c) as k in Vb» 
o ' o 

previous problem, the only change in x is that Introduced by the square 

root factor in the denominator. In the one problem la idiloh this ead-poiat 

lategral has been evaluated (the MLlne kernel) the effect of this factor 

was very slight. The form of the Integral la (1.26) indicates that the 

effect of the transverse wave will Tistially be such as to diminish slightly 

the extrapolated end-point. The end-point distance will still be determined 

primarily by kj , henoe by c. 
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CHAPTEE II. TOE SLiB AND SffiHtE 

In the first chapter an exact solution to the Integral equation 

(1.1) was obtained for all cases involving o n ^ a single plane boundary. It 

has not so far proved poesible to find corresponding exact solutions to 

problems with two parallel plane boundaries as in a tamped or untamped finite 

slab. It is clear, however, that if the two boundaries are far apart ccn-

pered with the extent of the kernel a sufficiently accurate solution ean be 

obtained by assuming that the two boundary conditions may be applied independent

ly. The extent to which this approximation breaks down with decreasing slab 

thickness can be detezudned only by conpcurison of the results so obtained 

with the results given by methods whldi for small thldmesses are more aeeu-

^ rate. Such comparlsoas have been obtained and will be discussed in Chapter I?* 

The use of this method in treating slabs of finite thickness reata 

on the assumption that the thickness is sufficient to contain three regions; 

- a central region in whldi the asymptotic behavior of the solution is well 

established, and two outside regions in iMch the boundary effects are i»-

portant. If this is the case, then, for a specified value of c (or of the 

various values of c) and a specified number of oscillations of ihe solntiony 

the positions of the two boundaxles are fixed with respect to the comnon 

asymrtotic solution in the middle region, hence also the thickness of Iha 

slab* If, on the other hand, the thickness of the slab is specified, the 

equation becomes an eigenvalue problem 1 M C* The untaaqped slab will have 

only a discrete spectrum of eigenvalues, e, the infinitely tanped slab 

will have a continuous as well as a discrete spectrum* 

If the wel^tlng function, F(r), has not plane but spherical sym

metry, the integral equation for spherically sysaMtric solutions ean be 
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reduced to that of a corresponding plane problem. Taking F(£) and nij) 

functions only of the radius, r, we have 

n(r) » J d£» F(r») n(r») K(|£-i»|) 

{^jjL I dr" r«2 F(r») n(r») K T /r^ 4. r»2 - 2rr»^) . 

Also, 9 2 3 
•f- = r^ • r»2 - 2rr« 

Y-- -^ ' 
Thus, /-<» .r̂r 4 r» 

m ( r ) = 2-n- I dr« F(r») r»n(r») ( ydy K(y) 
|r - r « | 

(r) = 2-n-J dr« F(r») r»n(r») ( ydy 
° ^'Ir-r*! 

= Jdt» F(r«) r»n(r«) [K^dr-r*!) - Ki(r 4 r»)] , (2 

lAiere Iĵ (d) s 2TV J ydy K(y) . 

In the reduction of a plane problem the one-dlmenslonal kernel Is 

j i r Tdz K (^Jjp- • ŷ  4 »̂  ") = 21T fpdy) K( /?V/- ) 

= 2n- rydyK(y) s Ki(y) . 
\x\ 

If now we define 

a(-r) 5 B(r), F(-r) s F(r), u(r) 5 ra(r) , 

equation (2.1) can be written as 

u(r) s J dr« u(r») F(r«) K ^ d r - r M ) * (2*2) 
- 0 0 

which is just the one-dlmenslonal form, of the Integral equation for a slab 

having the same F-distrlbution as that along a diameter of the sphere. It 
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is dear fron its definition that u(r) must be odd in r. Thus the solu

tions of the spherical problem are in one-to-one correspondence with the odd 

solutions in the correspondlBg slab problem* For thia reason t2ie indepcndent-

bou^bxyi-condition approximation gives much more accurate reanlta for the 

fundamental mode of a apherlcal problem than for the fundamental mode of a 

alab of the aaae c valua. 
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fflAfTff TH't BiMfTB 

Tha Itikaaa kamal, 

is the Qraen*8 funeticm of a aijqpla differential oparatcr^ 1 - ti p anA 

tharefora tha iatagral aqoatlec with this kernel has a siapla solntioiu 

lanivalenea to Thanaal DiffMiioii Bouatiffa 

Tha differential equation to ahieh the Itikaaa kernel is ibe Gre«nts 

ftmotion describes the diffusion of neutrons after themallaatieik la a 

hoaogeneoQS hydrogenous aaterial* If neutrons are thannalised at a rata 

g(x}f bsTe a diffusion constant D (so that the flux of themal xwutrons is 

- D grad n{^)), and are absorbed at a rata a a(£)j than the stead7«-stata 

dlstribatlon of thermal neutrcna, n(£)» la dateralned bj the differential 

aqiiatlon 

D A n d ) - a n{x) » - g d ) • 

The aolutlon of thla equation is 

n(i) • (IATYD) r*» f(i«) r'V'*'.'' 
'I 

Because of this siaplielty of the solatioBS and tha ease of 

evaluating the Integrals iarolTedy this kernel is usefbl la illastx«tljg« the 

general features of the present theory. If a(x) is a adutioB of tha 

Integral aquatien 

n(£) « r dE« F(i«) n(x») ."^ ' X*l Atr |i - i« | , (3a) 
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then it is also a solution of the differential equation 

A n(£) = [ 1 - F(r) ] n(r) . (3.2) 

It is not, however, true that any solution of (3.2) satisfies (3*1) • If, 

for example, F(r) differs from zero only in a definite region then the 

integral equation requires that n(r) fall off exponentially away from this 

region, Thtis the integral equation requires that Its solution satisfy the 

differential equation and a houndary condition. 

If F(r) and n(£) depend only on x, equation (3*1) reduces to 

n(x) = r dx* n(x') K (̂|x - x«|) F(x») (3*3) 

K^(lxl) s 2Tr r ^ y e - > /^ + y2 A i r y ? 7 / 

o 

-.i I'ML^ -. i.-ixi 
| 3 C | 

n(x) = i f dx« n(x«) F(x«) e" ' ' ' " ' ' ' . (3U) 

The characteristic equation of this kernel is 

(c/2) r dx e"*3t e->*l c/(l - k^) = 1 . 

We may noir solve by the methods of Chapter I the Integral equation (3*3) feet 

the case 

F(x) S O for X < 0 

= c for x ^ O , O l + Ĉ  . 

The Laplace transform of the kernel i s c / ( l - k^), hence jL^Mjc} i» 
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JU. [c/(l - k^) - 1 ] s J L [(C^ 4. k^)/(l - k^) j idiich has branch points 

at fl and tiC, The appropriate strip of regularity will lie between +1 and 

the imaginary axis. Then 

,2^ 

'2 £.G(k) = . a/2..) f ^fi^ L(O^^, 

1 - k2 ^ 2Tri J k» . k '^ \ l - k ^ y • 
R 

The contour of the R integral may now be deformed so as to lie along the 

real axis, encircling the branch point at ^1. The real part of the loga

rithm then makes no contribution to the integral. The difference in phase 

of the argtmient of the logarithm on the upper and lower path is •2Trl^ The 

Integral is then f dk»/(k» - k). This is - jL.il - k) plus an infinite 

constant idxlch we discard. (This removal of the infinite constant can be 

done more rlgcnrously. Of. Chapter I.) 

LG(k) s . JL.(C2 4. k̂ ) 4. Uil - k̂ ) . Lil - k) 

G(k) = (1 + k)/(c2 + k2) (3.5) 

ITTi) 

ioo + 8 

g(x) = (l/2Tri) r dk e ^ (1 t k)Ac2 + k^) . 

-ioo-t-^ 

w 
Fco* negative x, e vanishes at 100 » &ncl thus the contour can be extended 

to the right. As no singularities are enclosed, the integral vanishes. For 

positive X the contour can be extended to the left and the value of the 

integral is given by the two residues at 4IC. 

g(x) s (1/21C) [ e i C x ( i ^ i c ) - e -^C*(l - lC)] (3,6) 

s (l/c) sin Cx + cos Cx = / l 4 C ^ / C sin C(x ^ C*̂  tan^^ C) , 

http://jL.il
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This solution eriiibits two interesting properties: g(0) a g*(0) « 1. Thus 

the boundary condition on the differential equation Is rery simple, Just the 

requirement that the logarithmic derivative of g(x) be 1 at the surface. 

Also the sinusoidal behavior holds right up to the surface, i.e., h(x) is 

everywhere zero. Both of these properties can be seen directly fTcai the 

integral equation. As pointed out above the solution to the integral equa

tion must satisfy the differential equation (3«?) throii^out. Thus the 

sinusoidal beliavior must continue tc tl)e siirface. Since the integral equa

tion (3.4) requires that n(x) decay for negative x just as e"" ', ttie 

logarithmic derivative must be one at the siirface. For this integral 

eqiiQtion the "middle region" in irtiich the asjonptotlc behavior of the solution 

is wel3 established extends rigorously to the sxurface. Thvis, the independent 

application of the boundary condition to two surfaces is perfectly aocvcrate. 

This example serves to give us confidence that in other equations with 

kernels differing slightly fTon this one the independent application of the 

boimdary condition may give fairly accurate results. As shown by the solu

tion (3»6) the extrapolated end-point is C tan"~ C, This can be verified 

by the use of the formula (1.39)» 

-^ k«2 4 c^ 1 - k»2 

Again the contour may be deformed so as to lie along the real axis and 

encloee the point ^1 giving 

X z r " ak« _ tan'^C . 

f 2 . PIE MILNE KERI3EL 

Derlvatiop of Integral Equation 

In the problems of primary Interer.t in this work the kernel is 
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K(|£-i:M) = e-l^-^UiT |i:-£«l^ . 

This is the kernel in the integral equation of E, A, Milne describing the 

flow of radiation in the outer layers of a star. We use this kernel in the 

integral eqioations describing the multiplication and diffusion of neutrons 

In fissionable and scattering material. We treat, primarily, problems in which 

the total moan free path, of neutrons is the same in all of the materials in

volved. We here treat the neutrons as monochromatic and the fission and 

scattering processes as isotropic. We denote by cr the total collision pro

bability per unit path length, cr is the stmi of the scattering, fission 

and absorption probabilities, o- , cr , and cr . We denote by F(r) - 1 + f(r) 
8 1 & 

the quantity (vo-- + cr )/cr , where V is the mean number of neutrons emerging 

ftom a fission process, F - 1 • f is then the mean mmiber of neutrons 

emerging per collision from collisions of all types. In the fissionable 

material f is positive. In absorbing tampers f is negative. We speak 

of a "perfect tamper" as one in ̂ ich f is zero. The density of neutrons 

at the point £ at time t we denote by n(£,t). These neutrons suffer 

collisions at a rate crv per vuiit time, T/e may consider that 1 4 f 

neutrons emerge from each of these collisions and proceed uniformly In all 

directions. The density of neutrons at £ and t is determined by the 

number of neutrons eoerging from collisions at all points, £•, at earlier 

times t - I £ - £* I /v idiidi anive at £ without suffering another collision. 

The probability of their arrival is given by e* '^ ' 2 " £ I multiplied by the 

inverse square factor, lATr|£ - £* | ̂ . 'Hius the rate at which neutrons arrive -

in a unit volume at £, vn(j,t), is 

vn(r,t) = rdE» crv F(£») n(£» ,t -|r - £« j/v) e"^' ̂  " ̂ 'Wiris - l' Î  . 

(3.7) 
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This equation will have solutions in whidi the tlJie dependence i s esqwnentlal, 

n(£,t) = n(£) e ^* . 

Hence, 

n(£»,t - |£ - £M A) = n(£«,t) e-^ > J: - «'' '^ . 

Then n(£,t), and also n(£), satisfies the Integral equation 

n(£) = o-J'eiE' F(£») n(£«) e'^*^* ̂ ^^ 1^ " ^%jr\s. - I*|^ . (3.8) 

It Is convenient now to measure distances In tezvs of the mean attenuation 

distance, l/(cr^ ^ / v ) . With this unit of lengtii the equation takes the 

fom 

n(£) 5 [l/(lt X'/ov)] rd£« F(r') n(£») K(|£-£«|) , (3.9) 

where K now refaresents the Ullne kernel. 

The one-dimensional form of this kernel is 

tl(|x-x«l) = (lAtr) ZftCfdf e-^^ * f ^ /tx2 ^ p2j 

s (1/2) j ^ e-2 (3.10) 

* (V2) B(|x|) . 

Since we have frequent occasion to use this function, we use this simplified 

notation for the e::q)onentlal Integiral instead of the customary -£(•» I x | ) . 

For the characteristic equation «e have 
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[ dx e"*^ i E(lxl) = c j dx E(x) cosh kx 

J ttO 

dxi^slnhkx = i(cA)>L.^-*^ 

s k/tanh"^ k . 

« 1 

(3.11) 

The characteristic equation has two real roots if c<l, two imaginary 

roots if o l , c is here (1 + f)/(l + Y/o-v). c will be greater 

than 1 in the core and will be (in a perfect tamper, i.s.^ f s 0) less than 

or greater than 1 in the tamper as the system is hyper* or hypo»eritical. 

For c greater than 1 the roots will lie at ^ik , idieire 

c = kytan-H^ . (3.12) 

K is given as function of parameter f of medium in Thble I of Appendix. 

Evaluation of the Extrapolated End-Point 

Applying to this kernel the extrapolated end-point formula (1.19) 

tcae an untamped surface, we have 

Deforming the contour as before and perf oming a few siaple transfonatlons 

gives 

.oo 

o 2irl 
M ( 

k»*^ k 
^•7ii.(i^h^ tui) 

^ - M^ b^ -̂ 0 
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TT 

Tr 
f ^ 2 2 tan-^ I ( i r /2)/ t tanh-^ s - lAc) , (3.13) 

where as before 
- 1 c s (1 4. f ) / ( l 4.x/crv) i k /tan"-^k^ , 

o o 

The integral for x has been evaluated for a number of values of c. It 

is found that to a very good approximation ex is constant. Since the 

accia^cy with which x was evaluated is considerably greater than the 

accuracy of most graphs, it is cx^ rather than x itself which is presented 

in Figure I, Appendix, The value of x for c ̂  1 is of special interest 

for two reasons. Since ex varies by less than 6 per cent between c - 1 

and c i oo , a useful approximation to x^ is x̂ (̂l)/c. The \mtamped integral 

equation for this kernel with c = 1, the "equation of E. A. Milne", has been 

the subject of considerable study in the past. E. Hopf gives for the value of 

X (1), .710. This is in agreement with our determination idiich gives the valxie 

.710;̂ * (This number has been more accurately evaluated by P, R. Wallace and 

B, Carlson at the request of Placzek aixl Seldel~(UT-5)* The value computed 

was .710A4609.) 

Extrapolated End-Point f>\ T^rT^ ^'VP^rT 

For a tamped boundary the extrapolated end-point is 

X- s (1/2 tri) 3̂î Jt 
k»2 ̂  k 2 

^ o 

file:///mtamped
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Where c = (1 4- f)/(l 4- )f/<rv) s k /tan"^ k 
or O 

c» 5 (1 • f^)/(l 4.)^/a-v), ^t " ̂  of tamper. 

Evaluating this integral in the same way as above gives for the extrapolated 

end-point, if the interior solution behaves as sin k (x 4 x ) and the 

exterior solution as e 1^, 

X = tan-1 (koAi)A * ^'^^ f % j> tan"^ ^<^ , - tan'^ ^̂ Z? , o o ' - l / o J l + k j s ^ t a r f rVTX tanh-ls - J L 
-^^ L OS c»s 

= tan"^ (J^CAL)AO - ̂  ̂ O • ^^*'^^*'^ 

The extrapolated end-point is thus expressed as the difference between two 

terms, one of which is simple, the other small. The first term is just the 

value of the extrapolated end-point idiich would be obtained by assuming the 

asymptotic solutions to hold up to the boundary on each side and requiring 

continuity of the logarithmic derivative, i.e..just the diffusion-theoretic 

boundary condition. 

Affyuracy of ̂ ? ̂ - f o j n t êt̂ fcô  

Since the Milne komel differs only slightly from the Yukawa 

kernel it is to be expected that the application of the end-point method to 

slabs and spheres should give fairly accixrate results. The end-point results 

for the untamped slab have been ccnnpared with the results of a parabolic 

variation calculation performed by H, Bethe and with an asymptotic formula 

correct In the limit of small thickness. The result of this comparison is 

presented in Figure II (Appendix), A parabolic variation calculation for the 

untamped sphere was carried out by Pryce and by R. Feynraan, The effect of 
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the inclusicai of a quartic term was investigated by Pryce showing the quad

ratic result good to one part in 50,000, No difference between these results 

and those of the end-point method was detectable except for the limiting 

value of aF (a = radius) for small a, for which the end-point method gives 

a result incorrect by about one per cent. It will be seen in subsequent sections 

that the end-point method gives very accurate results in problems far beyond the 

range of problems for which any obviovjs theoretical reason for its accuracy exists, 

End-Point Method for Finitely Tamped Sphereg 

In pecrticular the extension of the end-point method to spheres of 

finite tamper proves to be qtiite accurate, as verified by comparison with 

variational resxilts (LADC 77). The technique of applying the end-point 

method to finitely tamped spheres is as follows: The integral equation gives 

a relationship connecting the radius of the core, the tamper thickness, the 

multiplication rate, and the values of f in core and tamper. Any four of 

these five quantitiea may be specified, the equation then determines the value 

of the fifth. The most convenient of these to leave xmspecified is the radius 

of the core. As shown in Chapter I, the spherical problem is equivalent to the 

determination of the odd solution in a corresponding slab problem in iriiich a 

slab of core material of thickness equal to the diameter of the spherical core 

lies between two slabs of tamper material of thickness equal to the thickness of 

the spherical shell tamper. If the tamper thickness, multiplication rate, and 

core and tamper materials are specified, then the foitas of the "asymptotic" 

solutions in the core and tamper are fixed as follows: The "solution" in 

tiie core is sin k̂ Xyiidiere x is measured froa the center of the slab of 

core material and k is determined from the specified f and multipli-
o ^ core 

cation rate by equation (3.12)c The "solution" in the tamper is 
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sinh k,(T t a 4- A xj - x) where k- is determined from the tamper pro

perties by (3.11), T is the tamper thickness, a the core radliis, Ax-j^ 

the extrapolated end-point at the outer edge of the tamper as given by Figure I, 

Appendix. At the core-tamper Interface, x = a, the phase of the hyperbolic sine 

is then fixed. Its logarithmic derivative is -k-̂  coth kĵ (T f A J ^ ) . If a 

diffusion-theoretic core radltis, a^, is then determined by equating this 

logarithmic derivative to k ctn k^a^, the end-point radius is a = a^ t /A x^ 

where A x is given by the graph in lADC 76. 

Value of the Solution at the Surface 

In the special case of the nonmultiplying untamped equation, 

(f - 0, with neutrons introduced at Infinity) the equation of E. A. Milne, 

a study has been made of the character of h(x), the difference between the 

actual and asymptotic solutions. In this case the asymptotic solution is 

linear in x. The end value, n(0), was determined by the method outlined 

in Chapter I. If the normalization is stich that the asymptotic solution has 

unit slope, so that n(x) -> x ^ .710 for large x, then n(0) has the value 

.5773* This strongly suggests that n(0) is 1//3. This is actually the 

2 
case, as shown by E. Hopf by the following method , The Integral equation 

2 
Monthly Hotlces of the Roy. Astron. Soc, 22> 287 (1939) 

here i s ^ 

n(x) = i / dx« n(x«) E(lx - xM) = L n(x) (3.15) 

idiere E i s defined In (3.10) and L represents the Integral opera tor» If 

n(x) s X t (|> (x) this equation may be written. 
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^ (x) = L (|>(x) - i f d x ' x» E(|x - xM) 
- oo 

= L(f(x) • i B ^ ( x ) , 

n 

Hence, formally. 

= r dy idiere E^(x) = dy e'^^/y^ . 

5 ( 1 + L + L2 + L 5 + ) i E (̂3,) . 

Differentiating (3.15) gives 

n»(x) = l t ^ « ( x ) s - ^ I dx» n(x»)(d/dx«) E(lx - x»|) 

= i n(0) E(x) 4̂  i j dx» n«(x«) E(|x - x«l) . 

(|>«(x) s <̂ (0) i E(x) 4. L ̂ »(x) . i j dx« E(|x - x« I) 

= L (|)«(x) 4 i B(x) ^ (0) - i B2(x) (3.17) 

t'(x) » r ^ U i B(x) +(0) - i K2(x) j . 

The flux equation from irtilch (3.15) i s derivable Is 

j dx» n(x«) IgClx - x'l) - j dx» n(x») E^dx - x»|) = const^ (3.18) 
o 

The derivative of this equation is (3.15). Evaluating the constant for 

large x» where n(x*) is well represented by x' t constant, gives for 

the value of the constant in equation (3.18)^ 

2 (y&x E5(x) • 2/3 . 
/ - ^ 
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Then (3.18) for x s 0 becomes 

dx [ x 4. 4(x)] IL^in) i 1/3 * f dx (|»(x) E^Cx) - 2/3 . 

We now can evaluate by two different methods the integral 

j dx 4«(x) E^(x) = - (|)(0) E^(0) + j dx (f(x) E2(x) 

O O 

i - i (|)(0) 4. 1/3 . 

Also, 
dx (|l«(x) E3(x) = j d x E3(x) ^ - i - ^ N 4 E(x) (|l(0) - i E2(x)^ 

= i Tdx (E(X) (t>(0) - E2(x)̂  (r-^ E3(x) , 

since the operator L or any power of L is symmetric. 

Thw, 

\ dx (|)»(x) E3(x) = J dx [ E ( X ) (|)(0) - E2(x)] (|)(x) 

i 2 (|)(0) [ 4(0) - i £^(0) -1/3 

= 2 42 (0) - i 4(0) - 1/3 • 

Ibis result combined with first evaluation of the integral gives 

2 4^ (0) s 2/3 

4 (0) = i / / r . 

This number, 1//T, plays an important role in this theory. It 

was used for some time for 4(0) and for the extrapolated end-point as a 

result of the following argument, due to Fermi: If n(x) is well repre

sented by a solution of the form 
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n(x) = a 4" X , 

then the flux a t the siirface is 

i I dx (a + x) E2(x) = i a + 1/6 . 

o 

If this is equated to the asymptotic flux, I/3, it gives a = 2/3, Using 

the same expression for n(x) in the integral equation (3,15) to compute 

a second approximant to n(0), one has 

n(0)2 = i j dx E(x)(a 4. x) = i a 4. i . 

If this is equated to a, the value of n(0) in the first approximation, 

then a s l/2. Since in each of these two calculations some featmre of the 

first approximant is identified with the corresponding feature of the 

second approximant, it is not surprising that the two restilts are someidiat 

different. It seems plausible to equate the ratio of the two quantities, 

flu39/n(0), in first and second approximation. This gives 

mtf \Uh)^ t i/fi - i/i 
l/l ~ a 

t = i//r 

Angular Distribution of Flux at the Poundnrr 

This argument thus gives cozrectly the end valtie of n(x) but not 

its asymptotic linear form. This Is presumably because the argument depends 

primarily on the local linear approximation to the solution rather than on 

the character of n(x) for large x. If this is time then it is to be ex

pected that an approximate solution of the form x t l//3~ would give fairly 

accurately the angular distribution of emerging neutrons (radiaticm). The 
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dis t r ibu t ion in angle-cosine, LX, , of the fliix a t the boundary i s 

f ( ^ ) = f dx n(x) ^"^^ , 

o 

Taking n(x) = x + l/ fj gives 

f(^.) = r dx (x + l / ^ e-'^^ oc i,jj^^f3 ^^) . (3.19) 

This result, also due to Fermi, was checked by calculating a few valties of 

G(k) = f(lAi), The comparison is shown in Figure III, Appendix (of, also 

G, Placzek, MT-6), As may be seen from this graph the angxJar distribution 

of emergent neutrons or radiation is exceedingly well fitted by the Fermi app

roximation, Ihe ratio of normal to total flux idiich is used for calibration is 

fitted to a few tenths of one per cent. 

Character of Solution Neay the Boundary 

The values of G(k) calctdated for the purpose of this comparison 

were used to obtain an estimate of the discrepancy term, h(x). This dis

crepancy seems to be fairly well fitted for most of its range by su exponential, 

.109 e *^-' . The approximate accuracy of this fit is Indicated by comparing 

the integral of this approximation to h(x). 

j dx .109 •"^•^^ * s ,0445 , 

with the time value of the integral idilch can be gotten directly ffc* the 

expansion of G(k) about k s 0, The correct value of the Integril is 

.04766 which differs from the above value for the Integral by 7 per cent. This 

appro;dnate fit to n(x) is given In Figure IV, Appendix. 

The z^pld decay of h(x) is a very encouraging resixlt in that it 

indicates that the "middle region" in which the asymptotic behavior of -Oie 
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solution is well established will actually exist in most problems of 

interest. The decay of the discrepancy term is undoubtedly still moore 

rapid for a sinusoidal solution, as evidenced by the great accuracy of the 

end-point solution for spheres of very small radius. 

§ 3. REMARKS OK SLOWING DOWN THECRY. 

The total mean square displacement can be determined in a number 

of different ways. It has been measured experimentally and can be calculated 

by a variety of simple arguments. One such simple argument will be given in 

the following. 

Fermi Formula for Bean r^ In Hvdrflf>«nô  F̂ VTiffil 

The best calculation is that by Fermi idilch takes into account 

correctly the cozrelatlon in direction and magnitude between successive 

paths and the effect of nohhydrogenous soatterers. The Fend formula is 

correct as follows: 

r̂  = 2 X^ (0) [l ^fiO)] ^ 2X2 (a) [ 1 + ̂ (̂a)] 

* 2 X(0) X(a) •- [*/2 * X * " /^'^^(^ * -P̂ ""̂ )] 

* 2 (* X^(x)[l4p(x)] dx 

* 2X(0) f \(x) e-'/^-ff <l)* 5/(1 * f <^))a, 

• 2 xw fix).- [<' - 'J/* * I f < ̂ '' 5/(1 *M^ 
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3 
This formula was Incorrectly given in the original article , presumably 

by reason of typographical errors, and cited in the Incorrect form in the 

article of G. Horvay^, The difference between the two forms of the 

formula does not lead to a great difference in the mean r^. 

W9BePtff 9^ tt^ PHtir^tvtt9P fflT gl9WlPg ^ PTflTOgtt 

The scattering cross section of hydrogen follows a fairly good 

l/v law froB a few tens of kilovolts up to two or three million volte. The 

failure of the l/v law at small energy is easily taken into account since 

there the paths are short, hence contribute only to the Gauss part of Ihe 

kernel. The angular distribution of hydrogen scattering follows a cosine 

law for forward scattering. The Amotion scattered into a range d/u of 

the cosine, ju-, of the scattering angle is 2/A^dM. for 0 . ^ A ^ 1. If the 

cosine of the scattering angle is i>u , then the energy is reduced by a 

factor ju 2 and the velocity by a factor M . If we assune that this angle 

and energy distribution and the l/v law hold down to xero energy, then the 

distribution of displacements in slowing to sero energy is convergent. 

Moreover, because of the l/v law, this distribution will vary with initial 

energy only by a scale factor. The linear scale of the distribution will 

by proportional to the initial velocity. This fact permits the determination 

of the tiret few monents of the distribution by a recursion argument. We 

choose for the unit of length the initial mean Aree path. In eadi stage of 

the argument the total displacement will be represented as the SUB of the 

flxvt path cmd the resultant of all successive paths, denoted by f̂ . ̂ n^ 

£2 respectively. The various moments of this resultant of the second and 

— — — — I — ^ » » I III II I I I » — K — H i — — — i — — i ^ ^ — — • . 

3) E. Fend, Ric. Sclent., 2» (2) , 13 (1936). 

U) G. Ucanmj, Phys. Rev. ^ , 897 (1936). 
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succeeding paths, £2* ^^^ related to the corresponding moments of the dis-

trlbutlcm of the total displacement, r s £ x ^ ijy the scaling relation

ship. The direction of the first path will be taken to be along the x-axis. 

The mean displacement, r^, (the bar here represents the average value) Is 

the sum of the mean length of the first path — by definition unity — and 

mean x-coiqxjnent, ^2^, of the remaining displacement, r2, the first path 

of which has the mean length u. , The mean remaining displacement, r., is 

oriented at an angle whose cosine is LL to the x««xls and is of magnitude /^ 

times the overall mean displacement, r , hence has an x-con^nent of yU r_ . 

Averaging over the probability distributira for ix gives 

= 1 • r 2 ̂ dyx. ijui-^r^ = 1 + i f̂  

'x = 2» '2x = ^ • ^^•^l) 

X 1 2x 

« • 

In the same way we calculate the mean square displacement, 

'^ '• '1* *l'2x * 'I ' 

Since the length of the first path is esqwnentlally distributed, its mean 

square is 2. In the cross term the averaging over the lengths of the first 

path and the x-C(»Q>onent of the remalzdng paths can be done separately 

since they are Independently distributed. This term has therefore the mean 

value 2. r2 has, for an angle cosine yu. , a mean value of juZr^, 

? s 2 + 2 + ? r 2jJ ALX 5 4 + i ? 
•^0 

7 s 8, ^ « 4 . (3.22) 

It is seen from this that after one colllsi<m the remaining mean square 
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displacement is reduced by half. The effect of the first path is therefore 

clearly not negligible. The series of contributions to the mean square dis

placement is rapidly convergent. Thus, in replacing the part of the slowing 

below, say, 30 Kv, by an appropriate Gaussian spread, the subtracUon of the 

effect of this part of the slowing is relatively unimportant. 

The mean square x-conponent, and the fourth-power displacenent are 

calculated in the same way. 

= '̂l ̂ ^r^r^*'; 

'2x ^ » ^ ^ * definite J^, equal toyu.^ times the mean square r-oo^>onent 

in a direction with an angle-cosine yu. with respect to the x-axis. Ihke 

this direction in the x-y plane. 

'x* « * • 2 • r'2;>d^ [ ( / .^4) , i (3^* . ^ 7 1 ] 

- K 

= f ' 2 = ' f 
V » '̂1 •'aP^'^l^ • 2ri'2x +'2^) 
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5 6 4 3'2-l 4 2-1.^ f 1-4 t j 2 udi> j} . u. T^ 

rescallng x - cooqjonent 

V ' • f . '2/2' - f 
» (»1* • 2rir2^ + r^Z)^ 

" '1* • ̂'l V • ̂'l̂ ax • <'l'2x'2̂  • »lS^ • '2* 

s 24 • 4-2-a! + 4-6-1 t 41-^+2-2-4 • I 2 i^au. li jA 

r^ = 184 . 

Moments of Distribution for Slowlnig in H-ydrocen Plus Heavy Material 

This calculation of the second and fourth moments does not take 

into account the effect of scattering by nuclei other than those of hydrogen. 

The effect of the inclusion of heavy elements will be taken into account in 

two successive approxlBatlons. In both cases the heavy znaolei will be oon-

sldered infinitely heavy compared wit^ the neutron, the scattering elastic 

and isotropie. In the first approxlBation the effect of -&e heavy material 

will not be taken into account after the first hydrogen collision. In this 

approximation we have calculated the mean square and fourth power displace-

Bents. Ihe result of this calculation shows the ratio of the fourth acaient 

to the square of the second moment (idiich ratio detemines the distribution 

of the Bean square displaceBent between the Milne and Gauss kernels) to be 

vezy Insensitive to the concentration of heavy aaterial assuBsd. 

The second approxlBation used asstanes a scattering cross section 

for the heavy aatezdal idilch is Independent of the energy. The heavy 

material scattering is then taken into account in all stages of the slowing. 

The treataent in this approadbnation is considerably more laborious -ttian the 
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preceding approximation and has,therefore,been carried only as far as the 

evaluation of the second moment. Since the dependence of the monent ratio 

an the concentration of heavy matezlal is so slight in the first approxima

tion, it was considered sufficient to use this first approximation in evalua

ting the moment ratio iriille using the result of the second approximation 

method in determining the mean square displacement. The second moment Is 

more accurately determined by the Fermi formula, but this formula is very 

Inconvenient to use as it involves a number of numerical Integrals over ex

perimental curves. The mean square displacement in slowing in water has been 

calculated by F. Morrison tising the Fermi formula. However, we do not now 

know whether the correct form of the Fermi formula or the Incorrect published 

form was used. In the absence of this knowledge the result of the second-

approximation method is the most convenient formula which is of sufficient 

accuracy. 

In the first approxinaticm the scattering probablll'ty for hydrogen 

is again taken to be one per unit length for the initial energy and varying 

as 1/T as before. The scattering probability for the heavy material is a 

per unit length for the initial energy and sero for smaller energies. As 

before we divide the overall displacement into the first path and subsequent 

paths. 

F 5 ^ + ^ 

The mean length of the first path is now l/(l f a ) . The first eolUsion 

can either be a hydbrogen collision, with probability l/(l t <̂ )» cr a heavy 

5 
(cr-631) 
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material collision, with probability a/(l • a ) . If the first collision is 

with heavy material, then, since this collision is isotropic, the mean 

x-component of the remalzdng paths is zero. If the flrsl; collision is wit^ 

hydrogen, then since the heavy-material cross section is to be neglected 

thereafter, the mean x-eomponent of the remaining paths is just that given 

by the precedizig calculation (3.21), i.e., 1. Ihts, 

v^ » 2/(1 + a) . 

Similarly, 

r^ s, T^ ^ 2r^r^ + r,̂  

» TTt^ -̂  2 -i. . -X. + r/ . 

2 
r2 may be divided into two parts. If the first collision is wltii heavy 

aaterial, with probability a/(l f a ) , then r^ s r^. If the c<aiislon 

is with hydrogen, with probabill^ l/(l-> «)» then r^ is, as before, 4. 

T m I.I. , 4 ^ * I r f 4, 
(1 t a)2 1 f a 1 f a 

r̂  5 L±J^ « 
1 + a : 

Ihe rest of the calculation proceeds in the same way. Ihe result obtaizied 

is 

9(1 • a)3 

Ihe ratio, r^/x^ , varies only s l l ^ t l y with a as seen in the followiitg 

table. 
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a 

0 

.2 

•4 

J> 

J6 

1.0 

r^ / r2^ 

2.875 

2.853 

2.862 

2.887 

2.917 

2.951 

In the second approximation the effect of the heavy material 

scattering is taken into account in all stages. After a hydrogen collision 

the energy is reduced, hence the hydrogen cross section is increased. Since 

the heavy material cross section is not increased,the scale-factor recursion 

no longer holds in the original simple form. If the velocity is reduced by 

a factor LK, we may consider the distribution of remaining paths scaled 

down by a factor u- if also the heavy material concentration, a, is 

reduced by the same factor. Thus, 

^̂ (̂a) * r^(a) + r^{&) 

= 1 / ( 1 * a) • 1/(1 • a ) - j 2 y>dLA jj \ijuei) . 

Let 
oo 

Tj,9) = Z b a« . 
sao 

Then, 

oo 

(1 M a)r^(a) = b^ • X a» (b^ • b^^^) 
s—1 

file:///ijuei
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Ihus, 

r' 
= 1 4 51 bj, a» J 2 d^yu?*** 

* 1 + £ K a» (^r-^^ . 

''o = 2 

Nov, 

» 2 + 8 •""*• 

bg , (-1)» J [I t fjl a (.!)• J (̂  t s)(3 • s) 

r(a)=^JL l i / . J I V ^ • ^ t.»^ . 
3̂  6a2 ^ 2 \ l * « y 3(1 • a)3 

r2(a) = ^ 2 ^ 2^^:;^ ^ Ĵ ^ 

(1*«)2 ! • • Vj3rni05^ i T I 

Also 

yu<Ux LA. r ^yu 

o 

? (^) - 1 2 yx^d ?(yua) » 2r^(a) . 
-/ 

Let , - 9 OS oe 

i^(a) * £ C. a», / 2 yu%yu r2(a) » Z Ĉ  a' • 

8=0 " y ' S-O 
0 

Iheorefotrs, 

i^f^ ". ' «". 
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3 = ( . l ) » l (A t f)^ (^ 4 a) . 
3 (2 + s) 

And, —;. _ o 

3a2 da2 a 
( • • /^ 

dx 

5 - A ^ ( 1 4 a^ 4 '̂ 3Aa 4 468^ 4 Ifla^ 
3a (1 t « )^ 
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CHAPTER IV. OTHER IBTHODS OF SOLUTION AND RBUTED PROBLEMS 

la this ohaptar wa proposa to disouss tha various mathods of traating 

integral aquationa* othar than tha and-point mathod* whioh hava prorad of -valua 

in tha prasant work. Tha two most iaportant of thasa ara tha -variation nathod 

and tha intarativa nuaarioal solution. Tha variation owthod is for aost problans 

tha aoat aeourata aathod of traataant now in usa. It is quits flazibla and oan 

ba appliad to taapad and untaapad problaas of alaost any shapa. HowaTar* tha 

diffioulty of avaluating tha integrals inTolvad ineraasas rapidly with inoraasiag 

ooaplaxity of shapa. For thia raason it has baan appliad to only a faw azaaplas 

of aaeh of saTaral typas of gaoaatry, spharas* slabs, oylindara. and raotangular 

solids. For this raason it doaa not saaa particularly proaiaing for tha solution 

of problaaa of graatar aoaiplazity than thosa alraady traatad. 

tuaarieal Mathod 

Tha Boaarioal aathod ia tha sim>last aad probably tha aoat flazibla 

•athod usad to data. Although it is tha first aathod usad iriiieh gava reasonably 

aoourata results* it is tha least well developed aathod of solution in usa. In 

its present rudiaaatary fora it oaa ba appliad to probleas of ooasiderable 

geosMtrie eoa^lezity oaly with an anoraous expenditure of eoaputational labor. 

It is hoped that further refineaent of the teohniques of applioation of this aethod 

will sake praatieabla tha solution of integral equations of typas already treated* 

far aueh aore eoaplieated geoaatry. In applying this aethod to the solution of an 

integral equatioa of the fora (1.1) a plausible guess is aade as to the shape of 

the fuaatioa a(x), say a (x). This guessed fuaetioa is iaserted ia the right side 

of tha equatioa aad the iatagratioa aarried out auaerieally. The resulting funo-

tioa, n^(x}, is again integrated auaerieally to give a aext approxiaatioa, a2(x). 
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This intaration prooess is continued until the successive approxinants differ 

only by a nultiplioative factor. This factor is the highest eigenvalue c. 

Since n (x) oan be represented as a superposition of the solutions of the 

integral equation for various eigenvalues^the rapidity of convergence will ba 

deterainad priaarily by the ratio of the highest to the second highest eigenvalue. 

This aathod haa so far been applied only to slabs and spheres where the integral 

equation oan be reduced to one in one diasnsion with a displaceaent kernel. The 

interation process can then be set up in a very siaple fora and can be carried 

out by relatively vhtraiaed oonputers. 

The iaterative auaerical solutioa is of particular value iriiea not oaly 

the eigenvalue but also the eigenfunction is desired. A auaber of solvtiMM of 

spherical probleas for the Milae kernel have been obtained* henrever* with ftiirly 

crude integration techniques. (Trapexoidal integration is used except for the 

singularity of the kernel* which is treated to give the oorreot integral with a 

constant lir liaear cofactor.) 

Ia the auaerical treataaat of spherical aad slab probleas the displace-

aaat character of the oae diaeasional kernel peraits a very siaple iategratiea 

technique. The set of ntuaerioal entries representing the kernel ia written on a 

atrip of paper. The auaerical eatriea of tha successive trial fuaotieas are 

writtea oa a parallel strip. The iategratiea is thea parforaad by susadag the 

products of adjaaeat pairs of auabars* the value of x beiag deteraiaed by tha 

positioa of the ceater poiat of the kerael. A differaat value of x ia gotten 

aaraly by displaciag tha strips. Tha auaariaal traataeat of problaaa for which 

the oae diaeaaioaal fora of the kerael haa act thia diaplaeaaaat property* a.g*̂  

tha iafinita cylinder* would require naking a aaparate kernel atrip for aaeh value' 

of X. The interation aethod ia* of courae* not restricted to problaas iriiieh oaa 

ba reduced to one-diaansional integral aquations. However* the applioatloa of tho 

aethod would beooaa prohibitively laborious if the nuaber of entries for integration 
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ware large. It is hoped that the use of powerful integration aathods and tha 

judicious ehoioe of representative regions will give reasonably aoeurate results 

. for a aoderate auaber of eatries. Preliainary lavestigations are now being 

carried out. These indicate that it will be possible to use this aethod for a 

Halted auaber of probleaui of eoaplieated geoaetry. The results of these nay be 

used to validate aiaplar reelpea which oaa ba appliad to aany oases. 

Yariatiaa Method 

The variatioa aethod of solutioa of iategral equatioas here dealt with 

is asseatlally aa applioatloa of the faniliar Ritx aathod of solution of differen

tial equations. The kerael ia here a fairly aaooth fuaotioa extending over the 

entire region of Integration* thua aaall arrora la the ahapa of the trial fuaotioa 

are auoh leaa iaportaat thaa if tha kernel involved only a delta function and its 

derlvatlvea. Thua* for axaaple* in the treataant of the untaaped aphara a para-

hallo trial function (one free paraaeter) proved fur aore aoourate than neceasary. 

Tha coaataat trial fuaetioa* however* ia aot aufficiaatly accurate for the sphere* 

aad prasuaably would be still aore uaaatl a factory for aore eoaplieated ahapas. 

Ia tha variatioa aethod the integral equation 

a(r) « « J*£* Jt(|l -£*!) ̂ £*) »(£') 

Is expressad by tha variatioa equatioa 

^(lA) * 0. lA - l/c* (A.l) 

where 

I • J^<^* l(|r - r*|) F(r) F(rO n(r) n(r») 

R» ^e» F(r) «F(r). 

aad $ doaotas variatioa of n{£), Uaually only the snallest eigaavalna* e» i s 

ot Intarast* haaea tta graateat aaxlwa of lA« This aathod has baan axtansivaly 

vaad vdtli fhm WLlam kaamel. Soaa of th* raaults so obtainad aad a essf^risoa with 

tlia and-^«t awHhod rasalts ara glvwa la Figs. V. TI.(Appendix). For tha slapAeat 
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shapes the calculation was usually aade with a constant and with a parabolic 

trial function. The constant trial function result is given and also the ainiaua 

obtained by varying tha one effective free paraaeter in the parabolic trial func

tion. The non-cubical rectangular solids were calculated with two free paraaaters 

and the finite cylinders with three. In all cases the end-point aethod was used 

to extend the faw variation results to othar sises. 

Integral Boundary Condition Method 

Another analytic approxiaation aethod which was used in the early stages 

of this investigation* the Integra1-boundary-eondition aethod* gives reasonably 

accurate results. In this aethod the asyaptotie interior solution is used through

out each region of constant F. The phases of these interior solutions are deter-

ained by the requlrenent that at the boundaries the integral equatioa be satisfied 

(of. LA-6). Here also the approxinatioa of assunlng the several regions iaflai-

tely thick is of value. For exaaple* if we apply this boundary ea«ditl<m ta aa 

uataaped surface with the Milne kernel* we have 

n(x) » sin k^(x ^ x^) 

sin k^Xp * I J** »(*) 'i" ko(x + xo) 

« 0 'i" fc'*'^ **^"^ ̂ o - o cos k^Xo >» U * k„*) 

<» • ^ 

This* with the eharacteristio equatioa (cAo) ̂ »'^ ̂ e * ^' *^^** 

*•» V o " 1 ^»(i* V ) 
2 -taa-1 k^ 

A ocaparisoa of the value of x so obtaiaed with the extrapolated ead-pelnt 

solutioa shows this solutioa to ba aoat iaaccurtan for faall k * for which saA 

inaoearoey is less slgnifleaat. This aathod is aore accurate ia taapad problasM 

where the deviatioaa froa the aayaptotia aolwtloa ara snallar. The oaljr advaataga 
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of this aathod over the extrapolated end-point aethod is the ease with which 

it can be applied to new kernels. The integrals involved oan usually be evaluat-

•ad analytically or by an easy nunarioal solution. 

Albedo of an laotropic Surface Source 

A problea closely related to that of the one-boundary solution of the 

integral equation is the albedo problea. Here the inhonogeneous solution of the 

saae integiul equation is sought* the iahoaogeneous tera being a surface flux of 

incident neutrons distributed ia aagla la a specified way. The general ease* 

i.e.;for an arbitrary angular distribution of incident neutrons* has bean traatad 

exactly by Halparn* Lueaeburg and Clark . Their treataent uses auoh the saas 

aethod of analysis as the present extrapolated end-point aethod. It was their 

treataent iriiich suggested to us this line of attack on probleas of this type. 

There is one special case of the albedo problea ̂ ich can be solved exactly by a 

aueh siapler aethod than this. As this aethod aay prove of value in related 

problaas we present it hare. This special case is that for which the nuaber of 

incident neutrons is unifora in angle. (This distribution is to be distinguished 

froa that called isotropic by Halpem* Lueaaburg and Clark, which has its flux 

unifora in solid angle.) Tha incident Aistrlbntlon treated here aight be realized 

by irradiating with themal neutrons a thin layer of fissionable aaterial cm the 

surfhee of the half-infinite aediua who-e albedo is eonsidered. Half of the fission 

neutrons produced will enter the scattering aediua uniforaly in angle* The seatter-

Ing aaterial is assuaed to produce only isotropic elastic scattering aad absorption. 

8) Fhys. Rev. 63* 173 (1938) 
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We first neglect tha absorption of aeotroas ia the soatteriag aediua 

and ooapute the fraetion of the incident neutrons returning across the boundary 

after any specified nuaber of collisions. By suaaing this series with the 

appropriate powers of the reflected fraction in each collision the total albedo 

is obtained as a function of the ratio of scattering and absorption cross sections. 

We first eoaputa tha fraction returning after n collisions for the first few 

integers. Tha series suggested by this result is then verified by natheoatieal 

induction. 

The fraction of the incident neutrona returning after ana aollision 

is one fourth. This follows froa the fact that the incident neutrona ara dis

tributed unifonaly in (the cosine of the) angle between 0 mxATf/Z* After 

being once isotropically scattered* tha neutrona ara divided into two equal 

parts* those still going forward and those returning. The returning half of 

the neutrons are distributed in angle about the outaard noraal exactly as tha 

iaeldeat aeutroas were about the iaaard aomal. Thus, their distribvtion of 

x-ccaponent path length before collision (x parallel to the noraal) is an^ctly 

that of the incident neutronst i.e.̂  their distrlbvtloa ia distance Area tha 

boundary after tha flrat aollision is tha saaa aa tha dlstrlbvtlan af (z-eoa^onant) 

displaceaent before havlag aaother collisioa. Of tha half of tha laeldaat 

aeutroas returning toward the boundary after the first eelllslen* half will 

cross the boundary without suffering a farther eollisioa. 

Fig. II 
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The fraction returning after two oollisions we divide into two parts: 

those* f.> still going forward after their first collision which ooae back 

after their second collision and cross the boundary without further collisions* 

and those, f,* vAiieh are returning after their first collisions* have another 

collision before reaohing the boundary and then cross the boundary without 

another collision. 

Fig. Ill 

The first fraction* f.* is the probability* l/2* that a neutron is still going 

forward after its first collision* times the probability, 1/2, that it go back

ward after the second collision* tines the probability that the baokaard displace

aent be greater than the sua of the two forward displaceaents. The fraetion, f-* 

is the probability* l/Z,ot going backward after the first collision, tiaas tha 

probability* 1/2* of going backward after the aaeend collision* tiaas the probabili-

ty that tha foarward diaplacaaeat ba leas than the sua of the two backward displace

aents bat not less thaa the first of thea. The sua of these is 

d •] P(l + 2<3) + ?(1>2* l < 2 + 3) 

whwre the first P represeats the probability that the »vm of two displaeaaaata 

be greater thaa a third* the aacand P tha probablIlty that ona diaylaesswttt he 

greater thaa a saeond bat leaa ttea this aaeoad plua a third. Tha first P may 
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equally well be written P(3>2 , 3 > 1 -•- 2)* the probability that one displace

ment be greater than another and also greater than this other plus s t i l l another 

(since i f i t i s greater than both i s i s greater than either ona). Since the 

Indices, 1, 2 , 3* have no special signifleane beymad labeling the several paths 

a l l of nAiioh have the sane probability distributioa l a leagth* the san baccnias 

1 
4 L 

P ( l > 2 , l > 2 + 3 ) + P ( l > 2 * K 2 + 3 ) 

1 P ( l > 2 ) _ 1 
I ~ 8 ' 

since the sum of the two probabilities bracketed aho^a is Just the total probab

ility that any one path exceed another. 

Fig. I? 
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Similarly,the fraction of neutrons returning after three oollisions is 

I ! P ( 4 > 1 + 2 + 3 ) + P(3^ 1 + 2 , 3 + 4 > 1 + 2) 

8 I 1 
+ P ( 2 C l , 4 + 2 > 1 + 3) + P ( l 7 2 + 3 , l<i2 + 3 + 4)V 

^ I Jft'(4>2 + 3 , 4 > l + 2 + 3 ) + P ( l 7 2 + 3 , l < 2 + 3 + 4)| 

+ P(3<1 + 2, 3 + 4 > 1 + 2) + P ( 2 ^ 1 , 4 + 2 > 1 + 3)1 

= 1 f [ P ( l > 2 + 3)J + P(3^1 + 2 , 3 + 4 > 1 ••• 2) + P(2< 1, 4 + 2 > 1 + 3)j . 

Here 

P ( l > 2 + 3) « P ( 3 7 l + 2) = 1 - P(3-^l •»• 2) 

= l - P ( 3 < l + 2 , 3 + 4 7 l + 2 ) - P ( 3 4 1 + 2 , 3 + 4 ^ 1 + 2) . 

P ( l > 2 + 3 ) + P ( 3 < l + 2, 3 - ^ 4 > l + 2) = 1 - P(3^1 + 2 . 3 + 4 4 1 - ^ 2 ) 

^ 1 - P(3 + 4 ^ 1 + 2) 

, 1 - 1 = 1 
2 2 • 

P(241* 4 + 2 7 1 + 3) - P ( 2 ^ 1 , 4 7 3 , 4 - 37'1 - 2) 

_ P(2<: 1) P(473) P(|4 - 3 | 7 | l - 2f) 

_ 1 
" 8 • 

The total fraction returning after three collisions is then 

ifi + 0 ,-1. 
si"? ^ j 64 • 

Similarly calculated* the fraction returning after four col l i s ions i s 7/128. 

The series of coefficients* 1/4* 1/8, 5/64, 7 /128 . . . can be written as 

1, 1 3 1 3 6 1 3 5 7 
T T 7 » 4 6 8 ' I ? 8 T 0 

2n 2B 
suggesting that the fraction returning after n co l l i s ions , F * i s CQ / £ ^ e r e 

Ĉ  i s the nuabar of costbiaatloas of <̂  things taken b at a t l a e , a!/£b! (a - b ) ! | . 
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The fraction remaining in the sca t te r ing medium i s then 

1, 3 3 . 6 3 . 5 . 7 3 . 6 . 7 . 9 ^ 
4 4 6 ' 4 6 8 ' 4 ? 8 T 0 

s 2n/«2n-l 
Thus after n paths (at the nth collision) the fraction remaining is CQ /2 

We show that this is true for all n as followst The series of n paths Joined 

by the n - 1 collisions can be represented as a series of cycles, each being an 

excursion into the scattering meditim and a turning back. Bach of the n paths* 

except the first, is equally likely to be directed into the median or out. 

Siailarly, each except the first is as likely to be directed in the same sense as 

the preceding is in the opposite sense. Thus at each collision there aay or aay 

not be, with equal probability, an inversion of direction. The first* third* 

fifth , etc.* such inversions determine successive cycles. If n is 2s or 2s '*' 1 

there aay be at most s cycles. The number of cycles is half of the number of 

inversions or half of one plus the number of inversions* irttiehever is integral. 

Thus for n-1 collisions separating n paths* the probability that thera ba * 

cycles is the probability that there be among the n - 1 collisions 2s - 1 or 

2s inversions. This probability is 

The total displacement in each cycle aay be either positive or negative, with a 

synmetrio probability law Just as in each path. The probability law is the same 

for each of the s cycles so long as the number of paths in the various cycles 

is not specified. The probability that nowhere in the s cycles does the path 

cross the boundary is Just one half of the probability that after s separate 

paths thera be no reorossing of tdM boundary. The fhotor 1/2 ariaas frq« tha 

fact that in the original problea It was speolfled that the flrat path is directed 

into the aediua. This will be true only half of the tlae far tha flrat eyola. 
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We jhall make the assumption that the fraction of neutrons remaining 

after n paths is C^ / 2 **" , as suggested by the first few teras. Then since 

^he first line of argtiaent used to find this probability applies equally well to 

a series of n cycles (except for the factor 1/2) it otust be true that the 

probability of redlining after n cycles is ^^^ "• Since* however* the 

probability that in n paths there be s cycles is ^J^^'^ *™* ***• pro^^m^y 

of remaining in the medium in these s cycles is Q^yz^* the total probability 

of remaining after n paths is 

(IA--) r o;, =J/» -̂-

2n 

irtiere the stnnation i s carried over a l l integers, s , for irtiich the two com

binatorial syabols do not vanish. This expression wi l l be recognised as the 

constant tera in the double binoaial expansion of 

/l/2°'^ ] ^ •>• X ->- l /xV 

of Which the constant tera is C^2^^"^ • Thus if the ass«iptlon is true for 

Intagars up to n* it must also ba true for intagera up ta te* Since it is 

true for tha first faw values of n it is therefore true for all n. 

Having now the fraction of incident neutrons returalag after n collisions 

la. the absence of any absorption* we ooapute tha albedo as a fuaetioa of the aaouat 

of absorption by aultiplying eaoh svMh fraetion by the appropriata powvr of the 

reflectivity* s* i.e. the fraetloa scattered at eaoh eollisioa* aad suaadag oa a. 

This gives for tha albedo as a fuaotioa of the refleatlvity, A(a)« 
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-'̂(s) = 2 - 2 V 1 - s - 1 . 
2 

This result is consistent with the asymptotic formula derired by Fermi for the 

case, 1 - 8 « 1, A ( s ) ^ 1 - 2\j 1 - » . 
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CHAPTER V. EXTENSION OF THE EXTRAPOLATED END-POINT METHOD 

TO OTHER SHAPES 

The end-point method gives a rigorous solution to displacement integral 

equations where the range of integration covers all space to one side of a plane 

boundary. It was shown in Chapter II that this solution for a half-inflnite 

medium can be used to supply a recipe for the solution of slab and sphere problesis 

whioh is correct in the limit of large thickness or diameter and which should be 

of good accuracy except for very small sixes. A comparison with the variation-

method results (IA-205) Justifies this expectation. It will be shown in this 

chapter that the end-point method oan be applied with reasonable accuracy to prob

lems involving more complicated shapes, even iriiere no simple argument can be given 

to Justify the accuracy of the approxiaation. In a few problems of more complicated 

-shape both the variation and end-point methods have been applied. The close agree

ment of the results of the two calculations is taken as evidence that the end-point 

method can safely be used in still more complicated cases, for whioh the variation 

method oan be used only with a prohibitive amount of labor. 

ii THE INFINITE CYLINDER 

The radial dependence of the asymptotic solution in the interior of an 

infinitely long cylinder is jQ(k^r). The true solution will drop below this 

asymptotic solution near the surface but will not reach tero. The edge of the 

cylinder will therefore occur for an r someirtiat saaller than the first root of 

jQ(kQr), i.e., 2.4048Ao* '^^^ amount by which this first root exceeds the radius 

aay be called the "cylindrical end-point". It has not so far proved possible to 

identify the cylinder problem with some corresponding plane problem. However, 
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for large radius, where the curvature is negligible, this end-point must have 

the same f-dependenoe as for a plane surface. Moreover it is seen from the 

analysis of Chapter II that curving the surface in both directions, i.e., in re

placing the plane by a spherical surface, the end-point distance is not changed. 

This suggests the hypothesis that in introducing a curvature in one direction, 

i.e.j in replacing the plane by a cylindrical surface, the end-point distance will 

still not be greatly changed. We, therefore, calculated critical radii for in

finite cylinders of f-values by taking the radius less than the first root of the 

J by the same extrapolated end-point distance as that used for the slab and sphere. 

The critical radius as function of f has also been calculated by the variation 

method by D. R. Inglis. Both results are presented in Fig. T (Appendix). It aay be 

seen from this figure that the discrepancy, if any, is less than the accuracy of 

tha variation calculation. 

The corresponding recipe for the tamped infinite cylinder would be as 

follows: The asymptotic solutions in the core and tam:par are the Bessel-function -

solutions for the values of k fixed by the characteristic equation. If the 
o 

tamper Is finite, the phase of the asymptotic solution in the tamper is fixed by 

putting its first root at the extrapolated end-point distance beyond the boundary. 

If the tamper is infinite, regularity at infinity deteraines the phase. The 

boundary condition at the core-tamper interface requires that the logarithstic de

rivatives for the core and tamper asymptotic solutions are equal at a radius triiieh 

is less than the actual core radius by the amount Ax^. Both the end-point* x^* 

and the discrepancy term Ax are to be taken from the graphs calculated for plane 

problems. 

No sufficiently accurate variation solutions have so far been perfoi«ed 

for tamped infinite cylinders. Thus no check is available on the accuracy of 

this receipe. However* because of the close cheek for untamped cylinders* we ara 

confident that this recipe is reasonably accurate. 
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k 2. FINITE CYLINDERS 

Ohtamped Cylinders 

The success of the extension of the end-point method to infinite cylinders 

encouraged the attempt fo find a similar recipe for untamped finite cylinders. 

The following recipe was triedt For a definite value of F the interior solution 

is taken as cos k.s J0(k2r) where i is distance froa the center, parallel to 

the axis. k,^ ̂  k 2 -- v ^ where k,, is determined by the characteristic equa-

tion. The half-length of the cylinder is taken less than the first root of cos k,t 

by the amount x,,. Similarly, the radius is taken less than the first root of 

J^ik^r) by the amount x^, where x^ is the extrapolated end-point distance cal

culated for plane boundaries in the absence of transverse waves (i.e., x^ is deter

mined only by F). Thus the asymptotic solution vanishes everywhere on a cylinder 

whoee radius and half-length exceed those of the actual cylinder by x^. It is not 

clear how well this solution treats the neutron distribution near the edges. It 

might equally well have been assumed that the surface on which the asymptotic so

lution vanishes is that surface, all points of which are at a distance x from 

the nearest point of the actual cylinder of aaterial. This surface is a cylinder 

with its edges rounded off to the shape of a toroid. The solution of the wave 

equation with this boundary condition is much more complicated than that first tried. 

Sinea thia uncertainty in the treatment of the corners exists it seems umprofitable 

to include in the recipe the farther coaplication of taking into account the effect 

of the transverse variation of the solution on the end-point. Experience with the 

cube (of. Section 3) indicates that the error aade in neglecting the transverse 

wave is of the saae order of nagnitude as the error in the treataent of the corners 

and edges. Since both the transverse-wAve effect and the effect of the inaccuracy 

in the treataent of edges and corners are small, it is to be expected that this 

recipe for the treatment of finite cylinders will be fairly accurate. A number 
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of special cases were treated also by the variation method and good agrument 

was found. The details of both treatments and a comparison of the results is 

given in IA-31. 

Tamped Cylinders 

For the end-point treatment of tamped finite cylinders a recipe correspond

ing to that of the tamped infinite cylinder can be stated. The corresponding 

recipe would be as followst In each medium the asymptotic solution is a solution 

of the wave equation in irtiich the scale factor, k^, is deterainad by the aharae-

teristic equation. At each open boundary the condition is the vanishing of the 

asymptotic solution a distance x^, defined as before, beyond the boundary. At 

each interface between two aaterials the boundary condition is the eqtiallty of the 

logarithmic derivatives at a distance AXQ into the siediua of lower f. If the 

tamper is a concentric cylinder of the same length as the core, this recipe can be 

applied with reasonable ease. If the tamper extends on all sides of the eylindrl- . 

cal core the application of this recipe becosws very difficult since no simple 

solutions of the nave equations give equal solutions and derivatives at tha extend

ed boundaries. For such problesis, some sort of auaerical solutioa aay prore aore 

useful. 

1- RECTANGULAR SOUDS 

For untamped rectangular solids the same recipe as that used for the 

finite cylinder has baan employed. The asyaptotie solution is required to vanish 

at a distanee x^* again a function of f alone* beyond aaeh boundary* or rathar 

on tha plane faead aurface so daterained. The asyaptotie solutioa has thaa the 

fora 

2 I 2 ir 2 V 2 
cos kjx cos k2y cos k3S, kj* + kjj" + *3 « »o * 

The aost eoaveaiaat procedure for finding solutions is to fix F and two of tha 
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linear dimensions, f determines k and x^. x^ and the two linear dimen-
o o o 

sions fix \c, and kg, hence k . k, and x^ then determine the remaining 

linear dimension. Variation calculations have been performed by Olum and Davis 

(LA-47) for several cubes and several rectangular solids with one square cross 

section. The discrepancies between the end-point and variation results are of 

the order of l/2 to 1 percent for both cubes and rectangular solids. In an attempt 

to detei:*mine how this error is distributed between the various roughnesses in the 

treatment, a few of the cubes were recalculated taking into account the effect of 

the transverse wave. This overcorrects the error by about a factor of two| thus 

the error with this correction is about as great as before. It would therefore 

seem that the error arising from the neglect of the transverse wave is of the same 

order as that from the roughness in the treatment of corners and edges. It is, 

therefore, an inconsistency to oorreot one of these errors without correcting both. 

For a tamped rectangular solid the end-point recipe is the same as for 

the finite cylinder, the asymptotic Bessel function solutions having been replaced 

by the appropriate cosines (or hyperbolic functions in regions where f is less 

than one). Here, too, the actual applioation of the boundary condition between 

the core and tamper may be very tedious. 

4. COMPLICATED SHAPES 

The exceedingly accurate results of the end-point method in treating slabs, 

spheres, cylinders (infinite and finite), and rectangular solids suggests that it 

can be extended to more complicated shapes. In particular, its success in the cases 

of cylinders and rectangular solids, where we have not found a rigorous theoretical 

motivation for it, gives considerable support to our assertion that the extrapolated 

end-point distance can be determined only from f and is independent of the par

ticular symmetries of the boundaries; i.e., it is the same function of f for all 

k 
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shapes — slabs, shperes, cylinders, rectangular solids, ice cream cones, eto. 

Hence, we enunciate the following recipe for the extrapolated end-point 

method, which can be applied to any shaped solid in iriiioh all surfaces are exterior 

surfaces; i.e.,no part of a surface can see another partt hollow objects and 

objects having sawtoothed surfaces are excluded: In eaoh medium (definite f value)-

the asymptotic solution, which is a solution of the wave equation with the aagni-

tude of its propagation vector, k^, detersiined by the characteristic equation, 

is established. (It is assumed that the thickness of the medium is not small com

pared to a mean free path.) At all open boundaries this asymptotic wave-equation 

solution is taken to vanish at an extrapolated end-point distance x^ ( a function 

of f alone) beyond the boundary. At each interface between two aaterials* the 

boundary condition islhe equality cf the logarithmic derivatives of the two solu

tions at a distance Ax^ into the medium of lower f . The values of x^ and 

o " 

Ax are the values belonging to the plane problem of the same f. One shape to 

which this recipe is easily applicable is an untamped chtink of aaterial bounded 

by two surfaces, one plane and one s(4ierioal, so situated that the expanded sur

face on whioh the asymptotic solution is to vanish is a hemisphere. The wave-

equation solution with this boundary condition is ^3/2^^0** 1̂ (00s 6 ). 

A more general shape, of iriiich this is a special case to whioh this isethod 

can be applied with reasonable ease* is that of the untamped "ice cream cone"| 

i.e., a convex nass bounded by a cone and capped by part of a sphere. The radius 

of curvature of the spherical cap and the length of the cone aay not be ehosea 

independently but are related through the angle of the cone and the value of f. 

The angle of the cone nay be anything between 0 and i(/2 in co-latitude. Ia 

general the order of the Legendre and Bessel functions will not be siaple (e.g., 

integral or haIf-integral). 

In general, any shape oan be treated by this aethod with reasonable case 

if the surface obtained by expanding in this way by one extrapolated end-point 

(a function of f) is a surface on which a known wave function first vanishes. 
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CHAPTER YI. MISCELLANEOUS REMARKS 

4 1. The Velocity - and Angle-Dependent Integral Equation 

In Chapter III* Saetion 2* we set up the integral equation for the 

atultiplication and diffusion of neutrons. It was there assuaed that all proces

ses ara isotropic and that tha nautroas are aonochroaatle. The exact integral 

equatioas* taklag iato account both the anistropy of scattering and the spread in 

energies* Is 

n(r,v*t) _ \ d V ds n(r - sv, V,t - ^ e -«^<H) 
-- - J - - - (vf 

r<rse(v«_^v) ̂ v ̂ f̂fe*/) Xij)^ (6.1) 

where a(r*v»t) ia tha density of neutrons at point r* velocity v* aad at 

tiaie t. Here v denotes a unit vector in the direction of the vector v. s is 

'the distance froa the point r la the direct loa v, a((J() ia tha total probability 

of seatterlag or fissloa par unit length at velocity v. ^e(vl>v) Is tha prob

ability par unit length of the seattarlng of a neutron of velocity v* into a unit 

velocity Toluaa alaaant at v. ^(H) ^* ̂ ^o fission probability par unit length 

aad "Xij) ^ ^ fissloa speotnan. 

Bqulvaleaee of the Boltsman Equation and tha latagrnl B^uatlon 

This full fom of tha Intagral equation m y ba derlvad from tha Boltsman 

aquation as follows: 

^^t'Z^^y * (v.£) n(r*v*t) 

* ^••[••|«<v»->v) n(r.v.t) .(vf B(r.v,t) fl<fv/), (6.2) 
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<j<I'^l) = a8c(l'-*il) + » <rf(H)X(l) • 

Define s as before so that ss 0 at r, increasing in the direction of -v. 

Define k = - s •*• vt T? = - « - •t 

Then. - s « ^ + 7 ^ ^ v t ^ J - T ^ , ^ 

dk^ V ^t ds > 

n(r,v,t) + <T(W) n(r,v,t) « \dV |v»| <KI'J>') n(r*Y»,t) 

^ r,<T^^ n(r*v.t)| , e ^ i (dV v ^ <r(v_^ v) n(r*V*t). 
hi ^ " ' J V - - " 

We integrate in ^ fron s = o^,* t» = t - JI« » l.e.jfron £ g "rt - 2s^ 
2 

to vt 
2 

e<K>')& n(r.^.t) :, f df •*'^^^^*Ur o(r-> v) v' n(r«*wS*). 

J(-2s_ + vt)/2 J "̂  

Since n(£,v,t) « 0 »* •», 

a(r*v.t) = r * ds' e-*<v)s' \ dv» v' <r(V- v) a(r - sv.v« .t . p * 

(«a) 

This solutioas of equatioa (6.1) in full opaa spaea have factorable space* 

time* and velocity dependences. Thus* 
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n(r,v,t) = eiJE'i: e ̂ * n(v). 

Here B(V) depends only on the laagnitude of v and the oosine, \k , of the 

angle it makes with the direction of k. Then (6.1) becomes 

n(v*n) = r ds e-«KT)« - iâ ik- ys/v L ^ , ^ , ^^.^ ̂ i'_, v*^) ^ n(v'*vi') 

~ i I d V d^• <r<v'* i*'-̂  v*n) JLl n(v»,ti») . (6.3) 

«<•) + /TA + iuk J 

1 ^ ANISOTROPIC SCATTERINO 

We here assume that the neutrons have only one velocity* say unity. 

Then (6.3) beeoaes 

n(^i) = 1 \ d ,*• <r(tt'-» ti) n(vi«). 

Fission will still be assuaed isotropic* scattering will be assumed to depend 

on ^ * tha eoalna of the scattering angle* as 

<r,o(t̂ ) = <̂ o "̂  g <̂ n V ^ * ) • 

Then, 

^\^) * (<»o * *<̂ f̂  •*• 5 "̂ n ̂ n^J*) 

« « T ( 1 + f) + Z ojj V t * ) ' 

where <r = (T̂  + o-̂  and f = (v - 1) tff/(<ro + Of)^ If the original direction 

nakes an angle cosine, |i'* with the polar ax i s , we expand the Legendre polynomials 

in terms of spherical haraonies ia \i. and |A*. Averaging over the asimuth gives 

<T(liVl*) « «T(1 + f) • ^ j <r„Pn(l**) FnCk*)-
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Taking n(n) = 2 n_ Pr(ti)» 
r^o 

o- + Y-hi-^ IA 
\ d^ • H K 1 + f ) + ? ^ <r̂ P̂ (ki • )?n (l*)] Jf ^ n^P^ia •) 

+ Y + i k a "- 2 r + l J . or + y 

Multiplying by Pg(iA) and integrating over \i. gives 

2 oo 
n. = Z n̂ <r s rco 

r r ( l 
2« + 1 o 

2r 

•*• f<̂  ro) I d ti Pr(ti)Pa(>i) 
r + 1 J_^ <r+ K + ik î 

* ^r^o ° r ^ r ( ^ > ^ ^ r o ) i P,(^ ^ ) Q. ( S H X ) 
2r + 1 ik ik ik 

"̂  2 f .°r '̂ r _ L P /q--»- y ^ Q /<r •»• y \ (g 4) 
* - ' - + i " 2 m ^ " (, IE / > (;—Tk—)' •̂•*^ 

I f o aay be neglected for r greater than same r * idiioh wi l l be the case 

for any reasonable scattering distribution, then the equations (6.4) beyoad r . 

may be discarded. The reaaining equations ara a f in i te set of liaear equatioas 

ii^ich can be solved for f as a function of tha reaaining variables. Taking 

r = 2 gives 
0 

'•'-^•5-(-^)*^(-^)f' 
1 . £ j - fi . tmn-lK: ] - - ^ ( 3 + TL^ [(3 + \<^)^^'^K - 3̂  

k 

h^^^(.^H 

- 3J 

^x tan 
t 1 

(6.5) 
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irtiere 

K: = k/(cr + l^)* ^^ = <r^(^ + Y ) . 

This expression for k has been evaluated for a particular set of 

values. The values of k resulting were compared with tose obtained from the 

simple characteristic equation* 

^ •" V*^ = tan-1 (lt/<r+T)/(k/<r + y ) . 
1 + f 

in whioh 9- has been taken throughout to ba tha transport average of the cross 

section* <r - ( l A ) ^ l • ^^o transport average was also used in tha definition 

of f* (v -l)^f/<r. Satisfsetory agreeaant was found. This would Indicate that* 

irtiara knowledge of tha various cross sections and thair angular dependaaee i s 

fairly raugh* suff lelaatly accurate results nay be obtained by using only the 

transport eross section throughout the problem. 
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APPENDIX 

METHODS OF TREATMENT OF DISPIACEaffiHT IHTEGBAL EQUATIONS 

In the text a detailed treatm.ent is given of the general theoiy of 

displacem.ent integral equations. It is the purpose of this Appendix to 

present In concise form the methods of treatment and recipes for the 

solution of such problems. The pertinent numerical data is presented in the 

form of graphs. A few of these graphs are of no significance to a person 

reading only this summary, but they are included for the use of readers 

of the text. These graphs are numbered, beginning with Figure I. The 

first four figures are included in the text and are not pertinent in this 

summary. 

The type of integral equation with which we deal is 

n(r) = / dr' n(r•) K (|r - r'|) F(r') 

Here the kernel K is a function of the distance between the two points. 

The weighting function, F(r'), serves the purpose of defining the range 

of integration and the properties of the material in the various regions 

considered. Equations of this type have application in many problems 

involving the multiplying and diffusion of neutrons in fissionable, scatter

ing, and absorbing materials. 

One of these problems is that of critical sizes and multiplication 

rates. If the neutrons are considered as monoenergetic and the scattering 

is treated as isotropic ajid all parts of the system have the same meem 

free path, the integral equation is 

1 + f(r') n(r') e"|r - r'| 

n(r) = / dr '-^ '" , ̂  " " g (D 
•̂  1 + 7 kir{r - r' )'^ 
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y is the multiplication rate in such units that e^ is the multiplication 

in a meaxL free time. Thus the time dependence is e'' •'̂ Natt where a-t is 

the total collision cross section (Tg + a© + af, N the nuclear density 

and V the neutron velocity. The unit of length in equation (l) is the 

"mean attenuation distsm.ce", the mean free path, X , divided by (1 +y ), 

i.e. 1/[NO-^(1 +y )] . The factor (l + f) represents the mean nvuober 

of neutrons emerging from each collision, f is zero for a pure scatterer, 

-1 for a pure absorber, ajid positive for active material, f = [(v - l) 

Of - ffcl/o't where v is the mean number of neutrons emerging from a fission 

process. 

Special studies have been made to determine the effect of the failure 

of our assumption of isotropic scattering and a single neutron energy 

(cf. Chapter VI). These studies indicate that, for moderate anisotropy 

and velocity spread, a good approximation is to take the present formalism, 

where Cg is the trsmsport average, (l - cos 6) crg(e), of the scattering 

cross section, and v is the harmonic average of the velocities actually 

occurring, l/(l/v). This average cross section axid velocity must be used 

consistently throughout the treatment, i.e., it must be used in the 

definition of f and y as well as in the determination of the scale 

of length. 

In a region far removed from any boundary or interface, i.e. in the 

deep interior of a large region of constant f, the integral equation can 

be simplified by extending the range of integration to infinity (and as

suming that n(r) remains regular to infinity). The integral equation then 

reduces to a differential equation of the same form as the familisir diffu

sion equation, 

(A + 152) n(j.) = 0 (2) 

http://distsm.ce
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where k is determined by the condition, 

(tan-1 k)/k = (1 +y )/(l + f). (3) 

The unit of length, which occurs in the Laplaclem, is still the mean attenua

tion distance. It will be observed, that although this equation (2) is of 

the same form as the diffusion equation, there is in general no simple 

relationship between the two values of the oonsteuit entering. The two values 

do coincide for very small values of both f and y, the limit in which diffu

sion theory must be correct. The smallness of k^, hence of f - y, is not 

sufficient to ensure agreement. 

The wave equation, (2), has simple well-known solutions, sin k - r 

for a plane problem, sin kr/r for spherical symmetry, Jo(kr) for cylindrical 

symmetry, etc. Which of these solutions is to be used is in most cases 

immediately indicated by the symmetry of the boundaries. 

The magnitude of k is deteimlned by equation (3). k is given as 

fimction of parameter f of medium in Table I. 

In a plane problem, i.e. one in which f(r) and n(r) depend only on 

the cartesisin coordinate x, the integral equation (l) reduces to 

n(x) = / dx- l/" ^^^') n(x') E( |x - x-1), (4) 
•' 2(1 +y) 

/
OO 

dse~^ , 

which is tabulated under tmother symbol in the first section of Janke-Emde. 

The asymptotic solution of {k) feu* from a boundary is A sin [k(x + x©)] 

where k is determined by condition (3). If the medlxua is homogeneous 

throughout all space, XQ and A are completely arbitrary. If the medium 

is homogeneous but extends only to one side of a plane boundary, say at 

X = 0, then A is still arbitrary but XQ is determinate. The solution 
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will not be exactly A sin [ k(x' + x©)] near the boundary but will approach 

this form as an asymptote far from the boundary. (See Fig. IV.) The 

exact solution, n(x), is found in Chapter III, and the i»hase of the 

asymptotic sine solution, XQ, determined. This asymptotic solution, 

A sin kf(x + XQ)] , vanishes at x = -XQ, i.e. at a distance x© beyond the 

boundary. It should be emphasized that the point, x = -XQ, is not a root 

of the true solution but of the asymptotic solution, A sin [ k(x + x©)] , 

which is approached by the true solution for large x. For this reason, 

the distance, XQ, is known as the "extrapolated end-point", XQ, like 

X itself, is measured in terns of the mean attenuation distance, A./(l +y ). 

XQ times (1 + f)/(l + y) is nearly constant, having values slightly 

greater than .7I over a considerable range. A graph of this product is 

given in Figure I. 

Introduction of Tamper 

Another problem which can be solved exactly is that of the neutron 

distribution in two homogeneous media of the same mean free path on the 

two sides of a plane boundary at x = 0. f may oe different on the two sides 

of the boundary, e.g., zero or negative on one side (tamper), positive on 

the other (active material). In this case there will be asymptotic solutions 

feir from the boundary on either side. These two asymptotic solutions will 

be the solutions of equation (2) with the two values of k^ determined by 

the two values of f. The solution in the tamper may be hyperbolic 

(exponential) Instead of sinusoidal. This will occur if, in the tamper, 

(l + f)/(l+'y) is less than 1, thus giving an Imaginary solution for 

equation (3). In this event the two equations (2) and (3) are more con

veniently replaced by 

(A- k2) n(r) = 0, (2') 
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(tanh-1 k)/k = [d+y)/(l + f)]-^. (3') 

The boundary condition has been evaluated for the case of an exponentiaJ-ly 

decaying asymptotic tamper solution (decaying exponentially away from the 

boundary). The extrapolated end point, XQ, of the asymptotic core solution 

A sin [ k(x + X Q ) ] , is found to be the difference between two terms, one 

simple Euid one small. The simple term is 

(1/kc) tan-1 (kc/kt), 

where k© is the wave-number of the asymptotic solution in the core (active 

material), sin kc(x + X Q ) , and kt the (hyperbolic) wave-number of the asymp-

k+x totic solution in the tamper, e ^ . This term is exactly the value of x© 

which would be obtained by applying the diffusion-theoretic boundary con

dition; i.e., the continuity at the boundary of the logarithmic derivative 

of n(x), to the two asymptotic solutions. The nman term is denoted by 

A XQ and must be subtracted from this simple term to give the true value 

of XQ. The "extrapolated end-point correction" if measured in true mean 

free paths has approximately the value .0*̂ 5/(1 + ft)- This approxi

mation is independent of y and is a sufficiently good one since the cor

rections give a very small contribution to the critical dimensions. It is 

reasonable to assume that if the asymptotic solution in the tamper is 

not a pure decaying exponential, but a hyperbolic sine or cosine, the 

true end-point, XQ will again be the diffusion-theoretic end-point, ob

tained by equating logarithmic derivatives, less Ax©. 

Solution for Spheres 

It is shown in the text, that there exists an exact parallelism 

betweem problems of spherical symmetry and corresponding problems of 
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plane symmetry. The correspondence is as follows: The problem of plane 

symmetry is that of a series of infinite slabs of finite thickness of the 

materials occurring in the spherical problem. The sequence of materials 

and slab thicknesses is such that a line perpendicular to the plane faces 

passes through the same sequence of materials gind for the same distances 

as are found along a diameter of the sphere. This "slab problem" thus 

has reflection symmetry about its mid-section. The integral equation for 

this distribution of matter will thus possess solutions of both odd and 

even symmetry. The odd solutions, nQ(x), (x measured from the mid-section) 

are directly related to all of the solutions of the spherical, problem, 

^s(^)-

no(x) = [r nB(r)] ^^ 

This relationship between spherical and plane problems enables us to carry 

over directly the results of the end-point analysis to the treatment of 

spherical problems. 

An example of the use of this relationship is the treatment of the 

untamped sphere. The fundamenteQ. solution in an untamped sphere is related 

to the first odd solution in a slab of thickness equal to the diajneter of 

the sphere, say 2a. The "asymptotic solution" in the slab is then sin k x 

where x is eigain measured from the mid-section. This asymptotic solution 

must vanish a distance x© beyond the boundary, i.e. at x = a + x© where XQ 

is that given by Figure I. The sine function first vanishes for argument 

7r , thus 

k(a + XQ) = IT. 

k and XQ are determined by f and y , hence also a. The only assumption 

made here is the assumption that in the middle of the slab there exists a 
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region in which the asymptotic solution is well established so that the two 

boundary conditions (at a and -a) cem be applied without interfering with 

each other. A comparison of the results of this calculation with those of 

variation theory shows this assumption to be completely justified throughout 

the useful range. 

The same method is applied to the tamped sphere. The temped-sphere 

problem is replaced by that of a three-slab "sandwich". The center slab 

is of core material and of thickness equal to the core diameter, the two 

outer slabs of tamper material and of thickness equal to the tamper thick

ness. The solution sought is the first solution which is odd about the 

middle of the sandwich. The most convenient method of solution is to take 

definite values for the tamper thickness, for y, and for the two f-values. 

The solution then proceeds from the outside toward the center, determining 

finally the core thickness, hence the core radius in the spherical analog. 

The asymptotic tamper solution in the sandwich problem will be a since or 

hyperbolic sine vanishing at a distance XQ beyond the tamper surface. The 

wave-nuniber and XQ are determined by ft and y. These two quantities, to

gether with the tamper thickness, determine the phase, hence also the 

logarithmic derivative of the asymptotic tamper solution at the core-tamper 

interface. This logarithmic derivative is equated to the logarithmic 

derivative of the asymptotic core-solution, sin k^x. The value of x so 

determined will be less than the true half-thickness of the core by an 

amount A XQ. This true half-thickness of the core is equal to the radius 

of the core in the spherical problem. 
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Extensions of the End-Point Method 

The asymptotic solution veuilshes at a distance x© beyond an untamped 

surface. This has been shown by the end-point theory to hold both for 

plane and spherical surfaces. It has been found empirically (by compari

son with variation results) to hold also for pylindrical surfaces. This 

result is not surprising, since a cylindrical surface is in a sense midway 

between the plane and spherical surfaces, but is not in any way guaranteed 

by the end-point theory. It is assumed that the same gratuitous continuation 

of the validity of the end-point boundary condition holds for a tamped 

cylindrical surface. This assumption is supported by rough numerical 

results. 

Precise variation-theory results are also available for untamped 

finite cylinders and. rectangular solids. These variation results check 

precisely the following recipe: Take the neutron density factorable, 

Jo(kir) cos k2x or cos kix cos k2y cos k3Z, where the k determined by 

equation (3) Is the geometric sum of the separate k's. The dimensions are 

then determined by the condition that this solution vanish at a distance XQ 

beyond each boundary surface. Here again XQ is a function of f and y . 

The precise check of these extensions of the end-point method leads 

one to believe that reasonably accurate results may be obtained by the 

application of the following recipe, applicable to arrangements of active 

material and tamper of the same mean free path having only convex surfaces. 

In each region of constant f em asymptotic solution is determined by 

equations (2) and (3) and the boundary conditions at the exterior surfaces 

' and Interfaces. These boundary conditions require that, at an outside 

surface, the adjacent asymptotic solution extrapolate to zero at a distance 
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XQ from the boxmdary and that the logarithmic derivatives of the asymptotic 

solutions on the two sides of em Interface be equal, at a distance A XQ from 

the interface into the active material. 

This recipe is usable for only a small class of problemus, since with 

increasing complexity of the geometry of the system the wave-equation 

solutions rapidly become unmemageable. It should be emphasized that this 

recipe applies only to systems of equal mean free path throughout. 

TABLE I 

THE DIFFITSION CONSTANT k 

In one-velocity neutron diffusion theory the quantity 

k appears in the expression for the asymptotic neutron density 

of a given medium. It is a function of the parameter f of the 

medium, which is defined by f = (jf (v-l) - QQ . This function 

"̂  CTT 
has the following forms: ^^ 

For - I S f s 0, 

For 0 s f s 00 , 

= arc tanh k . 
1 + f k 

1 _ arc tem k . 
1 + f k 
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Ak Ak 

-1.00 
-.99 
-.98 
-.97 
-.9(^ 
-.95 
-.9k 
-.93 
-.92 
-.91 
-.90 
-.89 
-.88 
-.87 
-.86 
-.85 
-.84 
-.83 
-.82 
-.81 
-.80 
-.79 
-.78 
-.77 
-.76 
-.75 
-.71+ 
-.73 
-.72 
-.71 
-.70 
-.69 
-.68 

-.67 
-.^ 
-.65 
-.6k 
-.63 
-.62 
-.61 
-.60 
-.59 
-.58 
-.57 
-.56 
-.55 
-.51+ 
-.53 
-.52 
-.51 
-.50 

1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 
1.000000 

.99^9^9 

.999997 

.999993 

.999981+ 

.9999rjO 

.99991+6 

.999909 

.999851+ 

.999771+ 

.99966k 

.999^11 

.999326 

.999081 

.998776 

.9981+02 

.997951 

.9971+11+ 

.996783 

.996050 

.995208 

.991+21+8 

.993161+ 

.99191+7 

.990591 

.989090 

.9871+36 

.985621+ 

.98361+7 

.9811+99 

.979175 

.976669 

.973976 

.971089 

.968001+ 

.961+715 

.961217 

.957501+ 

-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
- .000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
-.000000 
- .000000 
- .000001 
-.000002 
-.000001+ 
-.000009 
-.000011+ 
-.000021^ 
-.000037 
-.000055 
-.000080 
-.000110 
-.00011+7 
- .000191 
-.00021+5 
- .000305 
-.000371+ 
-.0001+51 
-.000537 
- .000631 
-.000733 
-.00081+2 
- .000960 
-.001081+ 
-.001217 
-.001356 
- .001501 
-.001651+ 
-.001812 
-.001977 
-.00211+8 
-.002321+ 
-.002506 
-.002693 
-.002887 
- .003085 
-.003289 
-.0031+98 
-.003713 

.50 

.1+9 

.1+8 

.1+7 

.k6 

.1+5 

.1+1+ 

.1+3 

.1+2 

.1+1 

.1+0 

.39 

.38 

.37 

.36 

.35 

.31+ 

.33 

.32 

.31 

.30 

.29 

.28 

.27 

.26 

.25 

.21+ 

.23 

.22 

.21 

.20 

.19 

.18 

.17 

.16 

.15 

.11+ 

.13 

.12 

.11 

.10 

.09 

.08 

.07 

.06 

.05 

.01+ 

.03 

.02 

.01 

.00 

. 9 5 7 5 0 1 + 

.953571 

.91+91+13 

.91+5021+ 

.91+0398 

.935529 

.9301+12 

.92501+1 

.9191+08 

.913508 

.907332 

.900875 

.891+128 

.887083 

.879732 

.872065 

.861+073 

.85571+6 

.8I17072 

.838039 

.828635 

.8l88i»6 

.808656 

.798050 

.787010 

.775516 

.76351+8 

.751080 

.738089 

.721+51+3 

.7101+12 

.695658 

.68021+1 

.661+113 

.61+7220 

.629501 

.610881+ 

.591281 

.570591 

.51+8692 

.5251+30 

.500615 

.1+71+002 

.1+1+5270 

.1+13976 

.3791+85 

.31+0829 

.296381 

.21+2983 

.171511 

.000000 

-.003933 
-.001+158 
-.001+389 
-.001+626 
-.001+869 
-.005117 
-.005371 
-.005633 
-.005900 
-.006176 
-.0061+57 
-.00671+7 
-.00701+5 
•.007351 
-.007667 
-.007992 
-.008327 
•.OO867I+ 
-.009033 
-.0091+01+ 
•.009789 
-.010190 
•.010606 
-.01101+0 
•.0111+91+ 
-.011968 
-.0121+68 
-.012991 
-.01351+6 
-.011+131 
•.011+751+ 
•.0151+17 
•.016128 
•.016893 
•.017719 
•.018617 
-.019603 
-.020690 
-.021899 
-.023262 
-.021+815 
-.026613 
-.028732 
-.031291+ 
•.031+1+91 
-.038656 
-.01+1+1+1+8 
-.053398 
-.0701+72 
-.171511 
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.000000 

.173897 

.2ll6902 

.303582 

.351915 

.391+979 

.1+31+31+3 

.1+70937 

.50536I+ 

.538039 

.569265 

.599268 

.628221+ 

.656272 

.683521+ 

.710071 

.735991 

.76131+6 

.786193 

.810577 

.83I+5I+O 

.858117 

.881339 

.901+233 

.926825 

.91+9135 

.971183 

.992986 
1.011+561 
1.035922 
1.057082 
1.078053 
1.09881+5 
1.1191+69 
1.139931+ 
1.16021+8 
I.180I+19 
1.2001+55 
1.220362 
1.24011+6 
1.259813 
1.279370 
1.298819 
1.318168 

1.3371+19 
1.356577 
I.3756I+6 
1.391+630 
1.1+13532 
1.1+32356 
I.1+5110I+ 

.173897 

.073005 

.056680 

.01+8333 

.01+3061+ 

.039361+ 

.036591+ 

.031+1+27 

.032675 

.031226 

.030003 

.028956 

.02801+8 

.027252 

.02651+7 

.025920 

.025355 

.021+81+7 

.021+381+ 

.023963 

.023577 

.023222 

.022891+ 

.022592 

.022310 

.02201+8 

.021803 

.021575 

.021361 

.021160 

.020971 

.020792 

.020621+ 

.0201+65 

.020311+ 

.020171 

.020036 

.019907 

.01978I+ 

.019667 

.019557 

.0191+1+9 

.01931+9 

.019251 

.019158 

.019069 

.018981+ 

.018902 

.018821+ 

.01871+8 

.50 

. 5 1 

.52 

.53 

.51+ 

.55 

.56 

.57 

.58 

.59 

.60 

.61 

.62 

.63 

.6k 

.65 

.66 

.61 

.68 

.69 

.70 

.71 

.72 

.73 

.71+ 

.75 

.76 
•77 
.78 
.79 
.80 
.81 
.82 
.83 
.81+ 
.85 
.86 
.87 
.88 
.89 
.90 
.91 
.92 
.93 
.9k 
.95 
.96 
.91 
.98 
.99 

1.00 

1.1+5110I+ 
1.1+69779 
1.1+88385 
1.506923 
1.525397 
1.51+3808 
1.562159 
1.5801+52 
1.598689 
1.616872 
1.635003 
1.653083 
1.671111+ 
1.689098 
1.707036 
1.721+929 
1.71+2780 
1.760589 
1.778358 
1.796087 
1.813779 
1.8311+33 
1.8I+9052 
1.866636 
1.881+186 
1.901703 
1.919189 
1.93661+3 
1.951+067 
1.9711+62 
1.988828 
2.006166 
2.0231+77 
2.0I+0761 
2.058020 
2.075253 
2.0921+62 
2.10961+7 
2.126809 
2.11+391+8 
2.161065 
2.178161 
2.195235 
2.212288 
2.229321 
2.21+6335 
2.263329 
2.280305 
2.297262 
2.311+201 
2.331122 

.018675 

.018606 

.018538 

.OI8I+7I+ 

.0181+11 

.018351 

.018293 

.018237 

.018183 

.018131 

.018080 

.018031 

.017981+ 

.017938 

.017893 

.017851 

.017809 

.017769 

.017729 

.017692 

.017651+ 

.017619 

.01758I+ 

.017550 

.017517 

.0171+86 

.017I+5I+ 

.0171+21+ 

.017395 

.017366 

.017338 

.017311 

.01728I+ 

.017259 

.017233 

.017209 

.017185 

.017162 

.017139 

.017117 

.017096 

.017071+ 

.017053 

.017033 

.017011+ 

.016991+ 

.016976 

.016957 

.016939 

.016921 
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Ak Ak 

1.00 
1.01 
1.02 
1.03 
1.01+ 
1.05 
1.06 
1.07 
1.08 
1.09 
1.10 
1.11 
1.12 
1.13 
1.11+ 
1.15 
1.16 
1.17 
1.18 
1.19 
1.20 
1.21 
1.22 
1.23 
1.21+ 
1.25 
1.26 
1.27 
1.28 
1.29 
1.30 
1.31 
1.32 
1.33 
1.31+ 
1.35 
1.36 
1.37 
1.38 
1.39 
1.1+0 
1.1+1 
1.1+2 
1.1+3 
1.1+1+ 
1.1+5 
1.1+6 
1.1+7 
1.1+8 
1.1+9 
1.50 

2.331322 
2.31+8027 
2.361+911+ 
2.381785 
2.39861+0 
2.1+151+79 
2.1+32303 
2.1+1+9111 
2.1+65905 
2.1+82681+ 
2.1+991+1+9 
2.516200 
2.532938 
2.51+9662 
2.566373 
2.583071 
2.599757 
2.616I+30 
2.633091 
2.6I+97I+I 
2.666378 
2.683001+ 
2.699619 
2.716223 
2.732816 
2.71+9399 
2.765971 
2.782533 
2.799085 
2.815627 
2.832159 
2.81+8682 
2.865196 
2.88170c 
2.898195 
2.911+682 
2.931159 
2.91+7628 
2.96I+089 
2.9805I+2 
2.996986 
3.0131+22 
3.029850 
3.0I+6271 
3.06268I+ 
3.079090 
3.0951+88 
3.111879 
3.128262 
3.11+1+639 
3.161009 

.016905 

.016887 

.016871 

.016855 

.016839 

.016821+ 

.016808 

.016791+ 

.016779 

.016765 

.016751 

.016738 

.016721+ 

.016711 

.016698 

.016686 

.016673 

.016661 

.016650 

.016637 

.016626 

.016615 

.016601+ 

.016593 

.016583 

.016572 

.016562 

.016552 

.01651+2 

.016532 

.016523 

.016511+ 

.016505 

.0161+95 

.0161+87 

.0161+77 

.0161+69 

.0161+61 

.0161+53 

.0161+1+1+ 

.0161+36 

.0161+28 

.0161+21 

.0161+13 

.0161+06 

.016398 

.016391 

.016383 

.016377 

.016370 

1.50 
1.51 
1.52 
1.53 
1.51+ 
1.55 
1.56 
1.57 
1.58 
1.59 
1.60 
1.61 
1.62 
1.63 
1.61+ 
1.65 
1.66 
1.67 
1.68 
1.69 
1.70 
1.71 
1.72 
1.73 
I.7I+ 
1.75 
1.76 
1.77 
1.78 
1.79 
1.80 
1.81 
1.82 
1.83 
1.81+ 
1.85 
1.86 
1.87 
1.88 
1.89 
1.90 
1.91 
1.92 
1.93 
1.91+ 
1.95 
1.96 
1.97 
1.98 
1.99 
2.00 

3.I6IOO9 
3.177372 
3.193728 
3.210078 
3 .??61»21 
3.21+2758 
3.259088 
3.2751+13 
3.291731 
3.30801+3 
3.321+31+9 
3.31+0650 
3.35691+1+ 
3.373233 
3.389517 
3.1+05795 
3.1+22067 
3.1+38331+ 
3.1+51+596 
3.1+70853 
3.1+87101+ 
3.503351 
3.519592 
3.535829 
3.552060 
3.568287 
3.581+510 
3.600727 
3.61691+0 
3.63311+9 
3.61+9353 
3.665553 
3.6817I+8 
3.697939 
3.711+126 
3.730309 
3.71+61+87 
3.762662 
3.778832 
3.791+999 
3.811161 
3.827320 
3.81+31+75 
3.859626 
3.87577I+ 
3.891917 
3.908058 
3.921+191+ 
3.91+0327 
3.9561+57 
3.972583 

.016363 

.016356 

.016350 

.01631+3 

.016337 

.016330 

.016325 

.016318 

.016312 

.016306 

.016301 

.016291+ 

.016289 

.016281+ 

.016278 

.016272 

.016267 

.016262 

.016257 

.016251 

.01621+7 

.01621+1 

.016237 

.016231 

.016227 
,016223 
.016217 
.016213 
.016209 
.016201+ 
.016200 
.016195 
.016191 
.oi6i&r 
.016183 
.016178 
.016175 
.016170 
.016167 
.016162 
.016159 
.016155 
.016151 
.01611+8 
.01611+3 
.01611+1 
.016136 
.016133 
.016130 
.016126 
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k Ak Ak 

2.00 
2.10 
2.20 
2.30 
2.1+0 
2.50 
2.60 
2.70 
2.80 
2.90 
3.00 
3.10 
3.20 
3.30 
3.1+0 
3.50 
3.60 
3.70 
3.8o 
3.90 
l+.OO 

Expansions: 

3.972583 
1+. 133665 
k.29kkk6 
I+.I+5I+958 
1+. 615231 
1+. 775288 
1+. 935150 
5.091+837 
5.25I+365 
5.I+137I+7 
^.^12996 
5.732121+ 
5.89111+1 
6.050055 
6.208875 
6.367607 
6.526258 
6.68I+83I+ 
6.8I+33I+O 
7.001781 
7.160161 

.161082 

.160781 

.160512 

.160273 

.160057 

.159862 

.159687 

.159528 

.159382 

.15921+9 

.159128 

.159017 

.158911+ 

.158820 

.158732 

.158651 

.158576 

.158506 

.1581+1+1 

.158380 

l+.OO 
i+.io 
1+.20 
I+.30 
l+.l+O 
I+.50 
I+.6O 
I+.70 
I+.80 
I+.90 
5.00 
5.50 
6.00 
6.50 
7.00 
7.50 
8.00 
8.50 
9.00 
9.50 

10.00 

7.160161 
7.3181+81+ 
7.1+76755 
7.631+976 
7.793150 
7.951280 
8.109369 
8.2671+19 
8.1+251+32 
8.5831+11 
8.71+1357 
9.530653 

10.31931+8 
11.107573 
11.8951+20 
12.682962 
13.1+70251 
11+. 257331 
15.01+1+233 
15.830985 
16.617608 

(1) Six decimal accuracy, -1.00 < f < -.70, 

1 - k c 2 . exp -2 . 1 1 + 3 - f exp -2 -f . . . \ . 
1 - t - f y l - f f 1-ff J 

.158323 

.158271 

.158221 

.158171+ 

.158130 

.158089 

.158050 

.158013 

.157979 

.15791+6 

.789296 

.788695 

.788225 

.7878I+7 

.78751+2 

.787289 

.787080 

.786902 

.786752 

.786623 

(2) Six deciman accuracy, - .15 < f < .15^ 

k =VTd?r (1 + .kf - .068571 f2 + .016 f3 -f .0021+61+ f̂  -J- . . . ) . 

(3) Four deciman accuracy, 8 < f < «>, 

1 - .6366198 •»• .258012 + 20911+ •»• .17701+ -h .15570 -f . . . 
k " 1 •»• f (1 -I- f)2 (1 + f)3 Tl + f)l+ (1 + f)5 

Derivatives: 

(1+) dk = k ( l -+• k^) , 0 < f < « ° ; = 
<if (1 -I- f)(k2 - f) 

k ( l - k^) , - 1< f < 0. 
(1 + f)(k2 + f ) 

(5) d2k = - 2fk(l ^̂  k^) , 0 < f < «»j = 2fk(l - k2) , -1 < f < 0. 
df^ (1+ f)(k2 - f)3 (1 + f)(k2 + f)3 




